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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

1.1 The Opportunity 

 Our product is designed to address the safety problems in kitchen such as cut 

by knife, burn, and slipping plate and bowl. Besides, we are also targeting on those 

people who are fear of touching raw meat and raw fish as our product can prevent 

them from touching the raw ingredients directly and reduce the embarrassment in 

cooking. Our product is also washable so it could cope with the hygienic problem of 

preparing food ingredients. 

 

1.2 The Description of Business 

 Our company is focusing on producing and selling safety products for kitchen 

area. The first product of Null Claws is a glove that is both cut and heat resistance 

with a plastic guard that could prevent customers from accidently scald or burn. The 

plastic guard is to provide double protection for cut by knife. In addition, our product 

includes anti-slippery function to avoid slipping when holding plate and bowl. 

 

1.3 Competitive Advantage 

 Null Claws‟s competitive advantages are based on strong positioning, first 

mover advantage, and differentiation.  
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1.4 The Target Market 

 Our company target markets are individual such as chefs, housewives, and the 

beginners who just started to learn cooking, corporate such as the cooking classes, 

culinary schools or universities, intermediaries such as AEON, and Parkson. 

 

1.5 The Management Team 

 The founder of our company is Mr. Stanley Choo Zhan Hui. The management 

team of Null Claws Company consists of five members, Ms. Wan Pei Ling is the 

operation manager, Ms. Khor Chia Sing is the product development manager, Ms. 

Chan Zhi Cheng is the human resource manager, Ms. Siew Jing Yee is the marketing 

manager, and Mr. Charles Ronald Raj is the finance manager. 

 

1.6 Brief Summary of the Financial Projections 

Table 1.1: Summary of the Financial Projections 

Income Statement: 

 1
st
 Year 2

nd
 Year 3

rd
 Year 

Gross Profit 427,627.04 1,258,874.70 2,433,267.42 

Expenses (618,755.20) (1,173,430.04) (2,250,473.35) 

Profit after Expenses (191,128.16) 85,444.66 182,794.07 

Tax - (18,458.44) (36,954.82) 

Net Profit/(loss) (191,128.16) 66,986.22 145,839.24 

Cash Flow Statement: 

 1
st
 Year 2

nd
 Year 3

rd
 Year 

Cash Available 1,581,865.16 4,347,745.67 9,955,464.61 

Cash Disbursement (1,490,676.45) (4,203,461.73) (9,682,641.83) 

Net Cash Flow 91,188.71 144,283.94 272,822.78 
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Balance Sheet: 

 1
st
 Year 2

nd
 Year 3

rd
 Year 

Fixed Cost 105,345.00 93,640.00 81,935.00 

Current Asset 234,165.59 592,215.56 1,071,248.56 

Total  Assets 339,510.59 685,855.56 1,153,183.56 

    

Capital 400,000.00 208,871.84 275,858.06 

Current Liabilities 130,638.75 409,997.50 731,486.25 

Net Profit/(Loss) (191,128.16) 66,986.22 145,839.24 

Total Owner‟s Equity 339,510.59 685,855.56 1,153,183.56 

 

1.7 Description of What the Business Needs 

Each founder will be contributing RM 40,000 in the business with a total of 

RM 200,000 for business startup. The capital will be mainly used in purchasing raw 

materials and also other registration of the business and application of Investment Tax 

Allowance. 

 

1.8 Exit Strategy for Investors 

Our exit strategy would be to progress the company to a level that it will be 

sold over to a larger organization or indirect competitors in the future. The 

proceedings would be used to settle any access debts and the balance would be 

divided among all investors. 
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2.0 THE BUSINESS 

 

2.1 The Description of the Business  

 

2.1.1 The name, logo and location of the proposed business 

The name of our company is Null Claws Sdn Bhd, which mainly produce and 

selling kitchen protection product. The word Null means that having or associated 

with the value zero means “nothing” or immunity. The word Claws in here represents 

„hand‟ and means a mechanical device resembling a claw, used for gripping or lifting. 

We plan to show a concept that provides an appliance that able to protect customers‟ 

hand and improve the safety as well as protections for customers who are having 

activities in the kitchen area frequently.   

Figure 2.1: Logo of the Company 

 

The above figure is our logo design. The logo is designed in a simple form 

where there is a hand holding a fire sphere which shows that the hand is well 

protected with fire and able to provide safety. The symbol of fire with orange in 

colour represents heat and danger that might harmful to our body, while the sphere 

represents the glove that able to protect users‟ hand and avoid from heat and danger. 
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Furthermore, the symbol of the hand that holding on fire sphere represents our 

customers who are able to handle and pick up things with high temperature without 

any getting injuries when they use our product. The word “Null Claws” displayed is 

our company‟s name.  

Our operating factory-office located in Taman Cindai Jaya, Sungai Petani. 

Sungai Petani is a town in Kedah, which is the north part of Malaysia. Sungai Petani 

basically can be known as the largest town in Kedah followed by the state capital, 

Alor Setar. One of the reasons for us to choose Sungai Petani as our operating factory-

office is because our material suppliers are located around this area which helps us to 

save a lot of time and costs. The location of the factory only requires a short drive 

from North-South Highway toll plaza Sungai Petani which could be an advantage for 

us in our logistics management. Furthermore, the strategic location also enables us to 

deliver our products to Rani Transport Sdn Bhd, which is our outsourced distribution 

company. This also can help to avoid extra charges to us by Rani Transport Sdn Bhd 

as they come and load the products. Other than that, there is public transportation 

available such as a bus terminal and railway station which is nearby to the factory 

location. This could probably provide convenience transportation to managers and 

employees commuting as well as help to solve the problems which might encountered 

by other potential business partners or other visitors. Besides, there are also some 

facilities available nearby the factory such as an industrial zone, restaurant, residential 

zone and private clinic. This could also be convenient to the employees when they 

needed.  

Other than that, inside the factory area, there is a spacious loading bay which 

allows the truck to load and unload the raw materials or finished products. Moreover, 

the spacious loading bay also enables the load and unloads process to become more 

efficient and effective in time saving. The operating hours for our factory is from 9am 

to 6pm with a lunch time in between. In short, our total operating hours will be 8 

hours daily. However, overtime will be scheduled whenever there is higher demand in 

the market. These are the reasons that we choose Sungai Petani instead of other 

regions to set up our manufacturing factory and operating factory-office. 

(Please refer Appendix 1 for more information of the location) 
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2.1.2 Nature of business/Product or services offer 

Null Claws is a company that mainly specialized in assembling, packing and 

distributing the kitchen products to the retailers or other business partners. The idea 

and design of our products will be based on safety. Cooking is one of the most 

common and daily activities which housewives, chefs, and bakers that have to carry 

out every day. On the other hand, cooking college and culinary school are the places 

where it provides teenagers or students to learn cooking and baking. Thus, cooking 

college and culinary school is also the target for us to expand our product. By using 

our product, this can increase the safety of the students and ease their learning 

progress.  

The first product of Null Claws will be a protective glove which helps 

customers to avoid getting cut or burn. The product is designed to provide safety for 

every person that cooks, especially for housewives, chefs, and students in cooking 

college and culinary school. Besides that, this product also includes heat resistance 

features which prevent customers from scald or burn. In addition, our product 

includes anti slippery feature which could avoid slipping when holding things.  

 

2.1.3 Company missions and objectives 

Our vision is to be the Malaysia leading new generation of kitchen safety 

provider. Null Claws produces kitchen protection products aiming to provide 

customers a safer environment in the kitchen area in order to for them have a 

wonderful or enjoyable cooking experience. Null Claws‟ mission is to ensure that 

kitchen protection products able to become a trend in Malaysia. First, we only sell 

products that meet the standard approval and guaranteed qualities. Second, we 

understand users‟ needs and make on it. At last, we succeed adequate turnover to 

finance growth and to create value for our stakeholders. 

The main objectives for Null Claws‟ are achieving 60% product awareness 

among the prospective customers, to succeed 30% turnover to finance growth and to 

create value for our stakeholders and creating products with the concept of safety, 

protective, modern and innovative. 
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2.2 The Opportunity 

 

2.2.1 Problem to solve or need to be filled  

Cooking is happening every day in all families and restaurants. People could 

spend most of their time in kitchen such as housewife and chefs to cook for family or 

customers. Kitchen safety is an absolute concern as there are many dangers, such as 

hot stove, hot water, fire, and knife. According to the information we found at 

ROSPA (The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents) website, the place where 

the most accidents happened is living or dining room, but the most serious accidents 

happen in the kitchen and on the stairs (Accidents to Children, n.d.). Below are the 

problems that our product can solve. 

One of the most common incidents happened in kitchen is cut by knife, 

especially a dull knife. This incident could happen on anyone who are cutting food 

ingredients, no matter is a beginner or an experienced chef. According to the National 

Hospital Ambulatory Care Medical Survey, there are 42 per cent of hand injuries at 

emergency department are made up by lacerations and cuts. It also ranked fifth in the 

top reasons for emergency room visits. Cuts can be a lot worse than you can imagine 

as they can severe tendons and nerves, crippling people for life. It also can cause 

phobia on people who were being cut by knife frequently and consequently. 

The other main incidents that happened in kitchen are scald and burns. 

Statistic shows that there are more than 100,000 people go to the hospital emergency 

room are due to scalding injuries in each year (Elie, 2011). Kitchen and bathroom is 

the place where majority of scald and burns occur. Hot items can be everywhere in 

kitchen. People can get scalded by items like wok, pot, hot plate and rice cooker 

because food needs heat to be cooked. Besides, people may also face difficulty in 

cutting meat that is still hot. Cutting hot ingredient with bare hand can scald our hands.   

There are also people who fear of touching ingredients such as raw meat and 

raw fish. It is common as there are many people that have slight fear of things. These 

phobias are called Carnophobia, means fear of meat, and Ichthyophobia, which means 

fear of fish. Thus, this can be an obstacle for them to learn cooking as they need to 
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avoid touching these raw fish and meat, especially those who love cooking but they 

have this kind of phobia. 

The hygiene in kitchen is also an important issue. Human palms contained 

millions of bacteria, as each job you do it will gathered on your hand. People usually 

cut food with bare hand and the bacteria on your hand can easily transfer to the food. 

Other than that, the other incident that could happen in kitchen is slipping plate and 

bowls to the floor when people hold them with wet hand.  

 

2.2.2 How the proposed business solves the problem or fills the need 

The safety in kitchen should be enhancing in order to reduce the incidents that 

could happen in kitchen. From the problems, we can see the opportunity to introduce 

our first product which is protective glove that is heat resistance, cut resistance and 

anti-slippery. 

Our protective glove is designed to be a glove to protect the whole palm and 

not only the fingers. The reason we make it as a glove is because we want to provide 

full protection for our palm and also make it more flexible and easier for people to 

move their hand. The hand guard is also adjustable to fit with different sizes of hand 

palm so that people can feel more comfortable when wearing it. 

With this glove design, the problem of fear to touch meat or fish can be 

reduced as the glove can prevent them from touching the ingredients with their bare 

hand and at the same time they are able to cut the ingredients very well. The 

protective glove has form a layer of protection to reduce the sense of touching the raw 

meat and fish and make it more acceptable for people to hold the meat and fish. 

Besides, it also can avoid the odour of some materials like chilli, meat, onion, and 

garlic that transfer to our hand and also prevent the materials from getting into our 

nails. Our product is washable. Therefore, it can also provide a more hygiene way to 

cut the food materials. The other benefit of our hand guard is it has an anti-slippery 

function. This function allows people to hold things better even when the glove is wet. 

We provide a multi-functional glove which enables our customers to move faster and 

safer when cooking in the kitchen. 
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Our team are committed to creating high quality designs for our protective 

glove to fit the needs of our customer effectively. We aim to help reduce the kitchen 

incidents happened in Malaysia so that people can always cook in a safer condition 

and to ease them in cooking process. 
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2.3 Competitive Advantage 

 

2.3.1 Description of the business model 
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Business Model Canvas helps us to develop a business model for our business. It 

provides us guidance on how to operate our business in which could lead us to success in 

a competitive and dynamic business environment. 

Key Partners 

The key partners comprised of two main subcategories which can be defined as 

suppliers and logistics companies:  

I. Suppliers 

Suppliers possess with enormous impacts on our business. Our suppliers will be 

including plastic guard, Hook-and-Loop and gloves with heat resistant, cut 

resistant, and anti-slippery. They help us to ease pressures in the production 

process in which they supply the parts of our product and we only have to 

assemble those parts together. The reasons that motivate us to establish 

partnerships because we as the start-up firm are lacks in capital resources and we 

are unable to do all the production by ourselves that requires more employees and 

expensive machines. Besides that, they could help us in reducing the risks of 

producing wrong or defective product parts due to the facts that they are the 

experts in those particular fields. The collaborations with them would really help 

us to build our own business. Thence, we need to establish and maintain a good 

and indestructible long term relationship with them.  

 

II. Logistics Company 

For the same reason that we do not have excess capital resources to purchase 

more trucks for the delivery to different state, so we need to find logistics 

company to help us to solve this problem. All we need to do is deliver our 

products to them in order to reduce the logistic expenses as possible, and the rest 

leave it to them. They provide convenience to us to deliver our products in a great 

amount to our retailers directly who located in different states within Peninsular 

Malaysia. Therefore, it is essential for us to establish a good business relationship 

with them. 
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Key Activities 

The key activities that we are involved will be including product assembly, 

quality checking, packaging and labeling, and product selling. We will assemble the part 

that supplied by our key suppliers into finished goods which called as Null Claws. Then, 

we will be engaged in a series of product quality control activities; for example, the 

employees will be assigned to do the checklist such as check the status of the hand-guard 

and gloves, to ensure that our product will be adhere to a defined set of quality standards. 

These quality control activities can help us in reducing the product malfunction 

proportion and increasing the customer confidence towards our product. After that, we 

will be selling Null Claws with product packaging and labeling to the targeted customers 

at our main factory-office and also our website. 

Key Resources  

I. Tangible Assets 

Our tangible assets will be included labour forces, appropriate equipment, and 

facilities. The labour forces would be referring to those employees who are 

assigned to do the tasks of assembling, packaging, and labeling. The shop lot has 

multiple purposes which are used as an main factory-office to meet with 

customers and also function like a factory to do the repackaging and labeling that 

need to include our company logo on the packaging. With that, we then can 

finalize on our product to reduce our costs to a minimum level by maximizing the 

use of the shop lot and it can help us to lower down the product selling price per 

unit.  

 

II. Intangible Assets 

The patent and trademark are the intangible assets that we possess in the future. 

We are planning to register the patent for our product design to protect us from 

being imitated by other competitors in the future. Besides that, we are also 

planning to register our company name which is Null Claws Sdn. Bhd. as 

trademark to differentiate our company from numerous companies that available 

in the market. Another intangible asset that we are striving for is the indestructible 
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relationships with the intermediaries or retailers. We seek to maintain and 

enhance the long term relationships with them which including Parkson, and 

AEON at first and then Tesco and Giant in the future. A good long term 

relationship with them could guarantee us on our product sales as well as our 

product able to approach to more people in their outlets. 

Value Proposition 

Value is what we want to deliver to our customers and it is the reason why the 

customers should choose and purchase our product. The following statements are the 

values that we proposed to our customers: 

I. Prevent from being Injured or Phobia During Cooking 

The most important value that we wish to deliver to our customers is preventing 

them from being injured or phobia when they are cooking. Accidents like being 

cut or burn often happen to the chefs or housewives when they are busy for 

cooking and they need to take care of few things at the same time; for example, 

sometimes they have to get their dishes away from the stoves during in the middle 

of cutting meats or vegetables. The accidents may be happen if they are in a hurry 

for getting the things done. Besides that, some people may have phobias, for 

example, Carnophobia and Ichthyophobia, which scare or feeling awful when 

touching the raw meats or fish with their bare hands. With our protective glove 

which covers the whole palm, they will have no worry on that anymore.  

 

II. Advocate a Culture that Use Gloves with Glove when Cooking 

Perhaps we can advocate a culture that everyone needs which is the tendency to 

ensure the safety of their well-being. In such we should cultivate the importance 

of safety in each kitchen users. A doctor has the culture of wearing gloves while 

doing checkups and surgery to provide hygiene culture in their field. In that 

context of kitchen, it should possess the culture of safety and hygiene in handling 

their food materials. 
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Customer Relationships  

I. Personal Assistance 

We provide the best-fit personal assistance to our customers according to their 

needs. There will be few friendly and well-trained staff which happen to be us, the 

5 management personnel, are available to help and assist the customers 

throughout the sales processes and other processes in our factory-office. Besides 

that, we also are willing to provide product demonstration and information for the 

customers in order to solve their doubts and questions. 

 

II. Community 

In order to approach to our customers more effectively, we are planning to 

establish our own company website. Customers can gain the massive product 

information on our company website. Besides that, they are able to leave their 

feedback and opinions for us regarding our products. Therefore, we can modify 

and improve our products continuously based on the customers‟ opinions and 

feedback. 

Channels  

I. Null Claws Factory-office 

Since we are a start-up firm, we do not have excess capital resources to separately 

buy or rent another shop lot to sell our products. Therefore, the shop lot will be 

like a factory-office that we use to assemble the products as well as meet our 

clients and serve them. We will put some advertisements like flyers and banners 

around our shop in order to attract the interested prospects to come over to our 

shop. We can promote our products to them and show them the product 

demonstration if they do not really understand what our product is about. We then 

can persuade them to purchase our product immediately after the product 

demonstration. Other than that, we also can get the direct responses from the 

prospects regarding to our products so that we could keep on modify and improve 

our products. 
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II. Null Claws Company Website 

We are planning to launch our own company website that visitors are allowed to 

search for the product-related information in a way of more detailed. They can 

watch the demonstration videos about how to use our product and the functions of 

our product in our website. Besides that, we also open a section in our website to 

let the customers to voice out their opinions and review our product based on their 

experiences. For the purpose which is to approach to more customers, we also 

make our website available with phone number and email to our customers. 

 

III. Intermediaries 

Retailers are the most important clients for us because they usually purchase our 

products in a large quantity. So, we are target the kitchen utensil sector from 

department stores, for example, AEON and Parkson. After our company has been 

established, we will target on Tesco and Giant to sell our product. Since they are 

expected to be accounted a quite large proportion of our sales, therefore we are 

planning to give some discounts which is 10% and it is the price that lower than 

those prices we sell to the customers directly. This price discount is able to 

encourage them to purchase and stock our products.  

Customer Segments 

I. Individuals 

The individuals that we target are chefs, housewives, and the beginners who just 

start to learn cooking. As we know, chefs and housewives might be busy of 

cutting stuff and holding some hot stuffs at same time, whereas the beginners 

might be in a fluster manner when they need to get some hot stuff away from 

stoves during the progress of cutting. Null Claws can provide them the protection 

and away from being cut and burn for any reasons that may cause the injuries. 

 

II. Corporate 

We target Null Claws to the corporate-level like the cooking classes and culinary 

schools or universities. There are involved with many individuals who cook, 
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therefore, they could purchase in a quite large amount of Null Claws from us for 

the students. This could account some sales of Null Claws for us. The students 

can learn their culinary arts or cooking lessons in a safety manner without worry 

that they might get injured during the lessons. 

Cost Structure  

I. Parts and Materials Purchasing 

We purchase the parts that required for our product directly from the suppliers 

that we choose. The parts that we purchase from suppliers will be including 

gloves with heat resistant, cut resistant, and anti-slippery, and plastic guards. The 

budget for the gloves will be control under RM 13.00 whereas the budget of 

plastic guards will be control under RM 0.80.  Besides that, we also control the 

budgets of materials such as Hook-and-Loop with RM 0.30 and hot glue stick 

with RM 0.60 per stick. 

 

II. Operation Costs 

The operation costs will be comprised of rental, water and electricity utilities, 

employee wages, machine maintenance costs, and costs of office supplies. Rental 

of our main factory-office will be the fixed cost which is RM 1500 per month. 

Besides that, we will hire and pay wages for 6 management personnel, 1 

supervisor, 1 employee as lorry driver and 3 employees who work as assembly 

and packaging line workers. Although we mainly outsource to other logistics 

company, we also prepare 1 lorry with 1 ton just for delivery to Klang to the 

logistics company to reduce transportation costs and also for the urgent delivery 

purpose. Therefore, it may be incurred the costs like fuel costs, toll fees and road 

tax. 

 

III. Research and Development Costs (R&D Costs) 

We strive to get more outstanding products under Null Claws Sdn Bhd in order to 

provide the kitchen appliance with superb safety by having multiple functions to 

the customers and adding customer values. We set two years‟ time for ourselves 
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to introduce some new and innovative kitchen appliances to the market. While 

developing for new products, we also can modify and improve our current 

product through research and development for the latest technology and 

knowledge. R&D is important for us to survive and remain competitive in the 

dynamic business market. 

 

IV. Transportation Outsourcing Costs 

We are planning to outsource the transportation process to other logistics 

company. In the early stage of our business, we do not have enough capital 

resources to purchase trucks that used for the delivery of the products to the 

retailers from different states such as in Perak, Johor, Terengganu, Kelantan, 

Kuala Lumpur, and Selangor. Therefore, outsourcing of Logistics Company is the 

most suitable option for us. The logistics company that we consider to collaborate 

is Rani Transport Sdn. Bhd. which located in Klang. We are planning to transport 

our products to them and they will help us to distribute it to our retailers from 

different states within Malaysia. We will try to bargain the lowest price for the 

transportation service in order to lower down the costs as much as possible. 

Revenue Streams 

Revenue streams can be referring to the ways on how we generate money from 

our customers. The type of revenue stream is the assets sale in which refer to, we sell our 

product, Null Claws, to our customers. We have proposed different pricing tactics for 

different customer segments. For the individual segments, we offer our product to the 

customers within segments by setting fixed selling price without discounts due to the fact 

that they usually purchase in a very less quantity of items. While for the corporate 

segments, and intermediaries, we offer our product to them by setting a pricing decision 

in which is more than 30 units purchased will get 10% discount in the total amount that 

they need to pay in one-time-transcript. This pricing method can encourage them to 

purchase in bulk or purchase more of our product in one transaction. There are few 

payment methods that the retailers or intermediaries can be made which are cash, cheque 

payment, and bank-in payment based on their preferences, whereas we are strictly only 
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accept the cash payments from the individual customers and corporate-customers. The 

remaining cash inflow will be save for the organizational growth in the future after paid 

for the costs and expenses incurred which stated in the cost structure. 

 

2.3.2 How the business will create sustainable competitive advantages 

The competitive advantages of Null Claws Sdn Bhd will be analysed through 

SWOT analysis. 

Strengths 

I. Product Positioning 

Our product will enter the market with a strong positioning because of the 3 main 

functions that we can provide within a single product which are the heat resistant, 

cut resistant, and anti-slippery. When people think of having a glove, they will 

think of Null Claws in their mind which match to their needs and also provide 

extra features to them for only a single product price. Moreover, our product can 

be attractive and small in size which it can be bring anywhere without using extra 

space in your bag. This is due to our product is detachable into two parts, the 

gloves and the hand guard. Besides that, in the future we will make sure that 

every online purchase; our customers will have their product ready in front of 

their doorstep within 14 working days after we received their payments.  

 

II. Differentiation 

One of the competitive strength for our company is that the product that we sold 

is one of a kind because of the ability that it can provide to the users.  Our Null 

Claws has the ability to protect the users from cutting themselves during the 

cooking period. Besides that, it also has a combination of heat resistant, cut 

resistant, and anti-slippery functions on the glove. When cutting ingredients, at 

the same time our product can be used to handle hot stuff such as boiling pots and 

to slice meat that are just cook. Moreover, the common unfavourable action in the 

kitchen is to handle slippery objects such as fish and watery substance, Null 
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Claws makes the difference by providing anti-slippery functions on the gloves. 

This makes us different from the other product that available in the market as Null 

Claws makes up a multipurpose product which can bring more convenient to the 

users.   

 

III. First Mover Advantage 

According to the research we have done, we will have the first-mover advantage 

because in the same industry which is the kitchen safety industry, we are the first 

one to introduce the protective glove with the hand guard ability product in the 

market. In which, more people will be attracted to our new products rather than 

the existing products in the market. Our Null Claws is the best combination of a 

product that could bring convenience to the consumers.  

Weaknesses 

I. Low Capital 

At start, we might face problem in promoting our product as we start up as a small 

business as a small distributor. We can gain profits but not much because of the 

parts purchasing and operation costs which include transportation costs that 

incurred in our business. We only operate the assembly and packaging department 

and this could bring down our profit as we outsource the parts of our product from 

various suppliers. We need to rely on the suppliers to survive currently but we 

believe that once we have achieve a sustainable market position, we can manage 

to be the manufacturer of our own for the raw materials and produce the gloves 

and hand guard in our own factory.  

 

II. Continuous Research and Development 

The time that we set on the research and development department will be 2 years. 

In these 2 years, there will be non-stop of innovative product being produce no 

matter it is a success or a failure product. This will incurred a high maintenance 

cost for this department but in order to achieve the best quality of product to our 
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customers, we will still need the expertise from this department to boost up our 

sales and profits.  

Opportunities 

I. Campaigns and Fairs 

Incoherence to the product, we will be organizing campaign and fairs to educate 

the people to use our gloves during every section of cooking, synonymous to the 

doctors or dentists during their working hours in their surgery room or having a 

checked up with the patients. Every doctors and dentists will have to wear their 

gloves while working in order to preserve the hygiene purposes to the patients. 

Why not we also implement such culture to the users in kitchen to be hygiene as 

well? By using our gloves, the rate of injury and phobia can be lowered down 

during cooking in the kitchen. Null Claws promote safety issues in the kitchen as 

well. To make it a culture in the kitchen to wear safety gloves can be a great 

opportunity for the new generation and also to bring prosperity to our company. 

The new generation will not know that it is a culture to not wear gloves in the 

kitchen unless they are taught during young. So, this could be the selling point for 

our company to encourage safer users in the kitchen.  

 

II. Strategic Alliance 

There are few intermediaries of our choice to be our strategic alliance in 

promoting our product which are AEON and Parkson. With these channels, we 

see the greater opportunity to market our product as their market is concentrated. 

There will be many customers visiting their stores every day and it will be one of 

the best ways of expanding our market faster rather than only rely on our own 

marketing effort.  

Threats 

I. Chef and housewife will prefer cooking with bare hands. 

We believe that in the near future, there might be chefs and housewives that 

thought wearing gloves to cook might obstruct them to cook freely and this could 
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be a bit of disturbance when they want to wash anything with their glove on. To 

overcome this statement, we will strengthen the trust of them to apply and use 

glove while cooking is the best choice that they can do. They refuse to follow 

these rules because previously no rules or people ever make them to do so but we 

will teach and advise them that safety is very important in the kitchen. Slowly and 

then they will start to apply this rules and when they thought of the danger of not 

using gloves, they will change their mind. 

 

2.4 Current Status and Requirements  

 

2.4.1 Description of where the business stands today and what the business needs to 

move forward 

Null Claws will help users to be safe in handling hot and sticky food material as 

well as to protect our fingers while cutting of chopping activity. This to be marketed 

product is much more new and unique in the customer minds. This is because it is a new 

invention that will absorb in people‟s mind as we are the first mover of this business and 

this will be another new designation for the industry.  

Projected Milestone 

Table 2.1: Projected Milestone 

No. Events 
Beginning 

date 

Ending 

date 
Duration 

1.  Protocol designation 16-08-14 16-08-14 1 days 

2.  Business plan 15-08-14 01-03-15 6 and a half months 

3.  Propose business to banker & investor 06-03-15 06-03-15 1 days 

4.  Funding approved and received 07-03-15 06-04-15 1 month 

5.  
Business registration from Suruhanjaya 

Syarikat Malaysia (SSM) 
07-04-15 07-04-15 1 days 

6.  Factory renovation 03-05-15 18-05-15 15 days 
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Before we reach the stage where our business is about to launch to the market, 

first we need to undergo some procedures in order to make the business to run smoothly 

in the future. We must first set on the location of our factory-office because any business 

must start of somewhere. This factory-office is working as the headquarters for our 

business; we will be located at Sungai Petani because we need to cover a smaller cost in 

terms of transportation. Besides that, we will outsource the web registration, designation, 

database and maintenance in accordance for promoting Null Claws. 

Strategic alliance is one of our strategies to gain market value in the industry of 

kitchen appliances. We will look for an opportunity to get alliance with AEON and 

Parkson to sell our products in all of their outlets in Malaysia. This can greatly enhance 

the awareness of our product among the consumer who visit these outlets every day. 

We will then start to advertise and promote on our products to the area 

surrounding of our factory-office. We will need to print out the materials such as flyers 

and pamphlets to be distributed to the residential area. We will need more people or 

consumer to know our product well before they could purchase it. 

Besides that, we also need to recruit employees for our factory-office. The 

workers that we will hire will consist of normal employees at the assembly section and 

operators for the machinery. Skilled workers also needed to supervise the others and to 

stand by at the factory-office in case the machine break down and need immediate repair. 

7.  Web hosting 20-05-15 20-05-15 1 days 

8.  Start of mass production 01-06-15 - - 

9.  Advertising and promotion 01-07-15 - - 

10.  1st year accounting year 01-06-15 31-05-16 1 year 

11.  2nd year accounting year 01-06-16 31-05-17 1 year 

12.  3rd year accounting year 01-06-17 31-05-18 1 year 

13.  Financial breakeven for Null Claws 01-06-15 31-05-18 3 years 

14.  Promotional sales (1st season) 01-12-15 31-12-15 1 month 

15.  Promotional sales (2nd season) 01-12-16 31-12-16 1 month 
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While one of the concerned parts for our investor/banker, our company first product‟s 

financial breakeven year will be projected on May 2018. Our projection for 1st year will 

suffer loses of RM191, 128.16, 2nd year profit will be RM66, 986.22, and 3rd year profit 

will be RM145, 839.24. 
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3.0 INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 

 

3.1 Industry Description  

 

3.1.1 Industry trends 

Malaysian Small kitchen appliances industry had reached great heights around the 

years in improvement towards new technology and style. As having healthiness active 

promotions in 2013 by the Malaysian government to influence higher consumers 

awareness, consumers have actually have the interest in making sure there is 

effectiveness in clean and safety by them while preparing their meal (Euromonitor, 2013).  

Malaysia small kitchen appliances manufacturers nowadays emphasize on the 

product finishing, design and quality for products produced under own-brand 

(MATRADE, 2014). Hence, the companies have combined the use of wide range of 

materials such as plastic, rubber, metal, cloth, leathers and many other plastic materials.  

Table 3.1: Malaysian Small Kitchen Appliances Materials 

Plastic • Mass low cost applications 

• Easy and user friendly 

Glass • More presentable 

• High maintenance 

• Easily breakable 

Metal • Fairly heavy 

• Easy to work with heat 

• Exports of high quality and in large volume 

• Ancient technology in Malaysian kitchen appliance industry 

Rubber • Moderate hardness, light to moderate weight 

• Allows limitless palette of design options (such as finishing, staining, 

lacquering, painting, laminating etc.) 

Source: Developed from research. 
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For our Null Claws protective glove, various aspects of materials is used. Our 

main material is plastic and rubber material. The reason for not using metal element is 

because of the heat resistant. As we know Null Claws is actually a product for hand 

protection from injury and heat. Metal is a great inductor and a good absorber of heat. 

This is where rubber and plastic comes in play. Our materials had been identified to be 

resistant for heat over 80°C. On the other hand plastic and rubber material is light 

weighted and would not be a burden while we are using this product in the kitchen. 

However, most of the Malaysian companies in kitchen appliances industry are 

more to functional purpose. There are a small group of kitchen appliances manufacturers 

that focus on hand guard protector. The purpose of their hand guard is to protect their 

finger. In accordance to that, our product has an additional feature that is heat resistance. 

This is because many individual does multitasking while cooking. It would be a messy 

thing if they have to put the guard while cutting and removing it while carrying their 

kitchen ware. Our product protects from sharp injuries as well as burn injuries that occur 

in kitchen. 

 

3.1.2 Industry size 

There is only a small group of manufacturers and suppliers of kitchen safety glove 

available in Malaysia. The few groups of main manufacturers and suppliers we found are 

as bellows: 

Table 3.2: Year of Establishment and Locations of Indirect Competitors 

No. Indirect Competitors Establishment Location 

1. Pearl Glove (M) Sdn Bhd 2008 Sungai Petani, Kedah 

2. Safetyware Sdn Bhd 1983 Simpang Ampat, Penang 

3. ESD Glove Sdn Bhd 2001 Kuala Lumpur 

4. Azka Aqeela (M) Sdn Bhd 2010 Kuala Lumpur 

Source: Developed from research. 
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Pearl Glove (M) Sdn Bhd is a company that specialize in designing, developing 

and manufacturing industrial work glove in Malaysia. They have six types of product 

series, which include Synergy, Plain ESD, Classic, Versatile, Micro-Grip, and Robust. 

Their cut-resistant and heat-resistant gloves are under the Robust series, and all of their 

gloves are eco-friendly as they used water based formulation and processes.  

 Safetyware Sdn Bhd is a holding company that specialized in producing personal 

protective equipment‟s and a wide range of instruments. It is also involved in glove 

manufacturing, safety shoe manufacturing, safety apparels manufacturing and signage 

manufacturing. Safetyware company also produces different types of cut-resistant glove 

but most of them are not mainly designed for household and kitchen use. 

 ESD Glove Sdn Bhd is a glove manufacturer in Malaysia. This company 

specialized in producing latex glove but they did also produce cut-resistant glove. The 

other indirect competitor, Azka Aqeela (M) Sdn Bhd, is also selling cut-resistant glove, 

but it main products are custom made uniform, graduation uniform, military uniform, and 

restaurant uniform. The cut-resistant gloves provided by these two companies are for 

general purpose, but not purposely designed for food handling use. 

 These competitors are expanding their product line to cut-resistant glove but not 

focusing in it. Besides, most of the cut-resistant gloves are designed for food handling 

industrial work and general purpose only, not for kitchen safety usage.  

 Therefore, we conclude that the companies that we mentioned above are our 

indirect competitors because they are offering products that are close with our product. 

The main feature of our product is the glove with cut-resistant and heat resistant, which 

specially made for household or kitchen use. We designed the product according to the 

needs of our target customer such as beginners to cooking, housewives, and chefs to 

provide them a comfortable glove that can ensure their safety when cooking in kitchen. 
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3.1.3. Industry attractiveness 

Table 3.3: Porter‟s 5 Forces Analysis on Small Kitchen Appliances Industry 

Attractiveness 

 

I. Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

- Bargaining power of suppliers is high 

- Supplier of plastic and glove is not only supply to us, they have their loyal 

customer 

- We might start off with a high price over the supplier but in future we ensure 

the price will reduce because we will increase our purchase order on the 

quantity 

- We will look for alternatives of suppliers rather than stick to only one supplier 

for each product segments 

 

II. Bargaining Power of Buyers 

- Bargaining power of buyers is low 

- Our product is only one exist in the current market 

- Potential substitute product have insufficient capabilities as our product 

- Null Claws win over other product by the product differentiation 

 

Competitive Forces 

 

 

Industry Threats Level Attractiveness of Industry 

Low Medium High 

Bargaining Power of Suppliers   X Less Attractive 

Bargaining Power of Buyers X   Attractive 

Threats of New Entrants  X  Moderate 

Threats of Substitute Product X   Moderate 

Competitive Rivalry among Competitors X   Attractive 
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III. Threats of New Entrants 

- Threats of new entrants is moderate 

- Barrier of entry is rather high because there are less introduction of such 

appliances in the market in Malaysia 

- If the existing company wish to follow our path, they might be a strong 

competition to us as we are not the manufacturer of our own 

 

IV. Threats of Substitute Product 

- Threats of substitute product is low 

- The existing product for either hand-guard or heat resistant glove are selling at 

the price around the same as our product 

- Our product which contain more abilities is selling at cheaper price 

 

V. Competitive Rivalry among Competitors 

- There are no direct competitor as we are the first launched to the market 

- Our product is different from the others as it also create awareness to the users 

of the culture of applying glove wearing in the kitchen 

- The growth of the kitchen appliances industry is slow, we need not fight to 

gain the market share in the market 

- The introduction of our product will definitely boost the market share and 

become the current trend 

 

3.1.4 Profit potential 

We have distributed our survey to 300 qualified respondents from culinary school 

and individual which including housewives, chefs, students, employees and others. 

According to our survey, there is 59% of the respondents stated that they cook less than 5 

times in a week due to 59% of respondents are busy in their daily life. In addition, there 

are 91% of the respondents stated they had been encounter an incidents in kitchen area 

such as burns, cuts, break stuff and etc., and 62% of the respondents strongly agree and 

agree that they will feel ticklish or have phobia of touching raw material. Plus, there is 82% 
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of strongly agree and agree from respondents that they fear of holding and handling hot 

substance by bare hands. 

Pie Chart 3.1: How often do you cook? 

 

 

Bar Chart 3.1: Is there any reasons lead you do not often cook? 
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Pie Chart 3.2: Do you encounter any incidents in kitchen such as burns, cuts, break stuff 

and etc.? 

 

 

Pie Chart 3.3: Would you feel ticklish or have phobia of touching raw material such as 

raw meat or uncooked fish? 
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Pie Chart 3.4: Would you fear of holding and handling hot substance by bare hand? 

 

Furthermore, under 300 respondents, there are 34 respondents under the culinary 

school category are required to answer extra few more questions. According to the result, 

there is 56% state that students have complained about the safety problem and 97% of 

students did encounter incidents such as burns, cuts, break stuff and etc. during cooking 

class. 

Pie Chart 3.5: Did students have any complain about the safety problem? 
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Pie Chart 3.6: During cooking class, did students encounter any incidents such as burns, 

cuts, break stuff and etc.? 

 

Throughout the survey, out of 300 respondents, 97% of the respondents strongly 

agree and agree that it is important to prevent accidents happen in the kitchen area. Thus, 

there are 57% of the respondents are probably willing to purchase the protective glove in 

heat resistance, which helps prevent from getting cut or burn during cooking. Data also 

shows that 36% of respondents are definitely willing to purchase the protective glove.   

Pie Chart 3.7: Prevent accidents happen at surrounding at the kitchen area is important. 
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Pie Chart 3.8: Are you willing to spend on a protective glove in heat resistance, which 

helps prevent from getting cut or burn during cooking? 

 

In a nutshell, due to high concern about the safety issues in the kitchen area, this 

could help us to improve on our sales and increase the market share to make us to stay 

ahead from our competitors.  

(Please refer Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 for full questionnaire and full survey response) 

 

3.2 Target Market 

From the previous chapter, we have stated that there will be two types of 

customer segments included in our target market. The two types of customer segments 

refer to individual and corporate. 

I. Individual 

The individual customer segments comprised of chef, housewives, and the 

beginners who just start learning to cook. The reason why we targeted on chefs is 

because they usually spend quite a long period of time in working at the kitchen. 

So, they may put themselves at risks of facing accidents or injured during their 

works even though they are good in cutting or taking something hot away from 

the stoves at the same time. Using protective glove by the chefs able to increase 

the hygienic level and it can fulfil the concerns of their customers on the 
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expectations of hygiene. The restaurant customers can set their minds at rest 

without worry of hygiene problems when they dine in. Besides that, housewives 

might be busy to do few things like they have to do the cooking while taking care 

of their children at the same time and this is why we are targeting on them. This 

may lead to a situation in which the housewives may be distracted and it could 

make them get injured in the middle of the cooking. Last but not least, beginners 

who start learning to cook are also one of our target customers. Most of these 

beginners tend to accidentally hurt themselves when they are cutting or taking 

something hot away from stoves. Therefore, our product can provide protection 

and convenience to all of these targeted customers to protect them from being 

injured and then leaving scars on their skins during cooking process. They can 

easily get our product by simply visit to our shop or from our website. 

 

II. Corporate 

In this context, the corporate that we refer here as to those cooking classes and 

culinary schools or universities. Those places usually involved a large amount of 

individuals who are related and interested in cooking. As we market to those 

corporate, it means that we can reach to more potential customers who in turn are 

related to our product. The individuals who involved in this corporate segment 

usually occupied more by the students or learners. Therefore, our product is 

suitable for them to help in their courses by providing protection and increase the 

safety level in the kitchen. The safety issue is very important especially when 

knives are involved because cuts can be a lot worse than we can imagine. Since 

those places normally involved a quite large number of cooking-related 

individuals, it can brings another meaning that we can gain more sales of our 

product from them. The management from the cooking classes and culinary 

academies may purchase our product in bulk for their students or learners. One of 

our values which is advocate a culture that use protective glove when cooking can 

be achieved by marketing to those cooking classes and culinary academies. We 

hope that we are able to deliver and cultivate successfully this culture to them 

through our product offerings.  
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3.3 Competitive Position within Target Market 

Table 3.4: Competitive Analysis Grid 

 

Name Deglon Finger Guard Jamie Oliver Finger 

Guard 

HIS Professional Heat 

Resistant Gloves 

Jolly Green Products 

Heat Resistant Gloves 

Null Claws 

Product features Stainless steel guard, 

welded ring easily 

adjusts to middle finger, 

durable, ergonomically 

shaped 

Unique hinged design 

lets you bend and 

straighten your fingers 

while wearing guard, 

flexible, soft-grip loops 

Heat resistant, one size 

fits all 

Heat resistant up to 425 

degrees Fahrenheit, no 

slip design, no staining 

or smell 

Detachable plastics 

hand-guard with 

gloves that have heat 

resistant and anti-

slippery features, 

ergonomically shaped 

Brand-name 

recognition 

Moderate Moderate High High Low 

Access to distribution 

channels 

Moderate High High High Moderate 

Quality of products Moderate Moderate High High High 

Year of Establish 2009 2010 2011 2014 2015 

Market Position Contender Contender Contender Market Leader New Entrant 

Product 

Customization 

No 

 

Yes No No Yes 
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4.0 MARKETING PLAN 

 

4.1 Product Feasibility Analysis 

 

4.1.1 Full description of the product offer 

Our product, Null Claws consists of two parts which are cut and heat-resistant 

glove and also the cut-resistant hand-guard. We design this product which the hand-

guard can be removable from the glove as well as it can be attach to the glove if 

needed. The two different part of the hook-and-loop will be glued respectively to the 

glove and hand-guard, so the users can easily take off or attach the hand-guard from 

the gloves. One side of the hook-and-loop which named as Loop will be glued at the 

both sides of the gloves since some of our customers may be the left-handed while the 

others are the right-handed. While the other side of the hook-and-loop which is named 

as Hook will be attach to the hand-guard, so our customers can attach the hand-guard 

to the gloves according to their preferences. Now, they have no worries about on that 

issue anymore because our product is suitable for all the people. 

Figure 4.1: Hook-and-Loop 

 

Source: Hook and Loop Black Velcro 10mm Wide. (n.d.). Retrieved from 

http://www.craftwholesaleuk.co.uk/hook-and-loop-black-velcro-10mm-wide.html 
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       Figure 4.2: Hook    Figure 4.3: Loop 

            

Source: Hook and loop fastener (2015). Retrieved from 

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hook_and_loop_fastener#/Hook 

Hand-guard is one of the parts of our product. The purpose of offering hand-

guard in our product is to avoid the direct contact between the knife and the coated 

hand if the hand of users accidentally is being cut. This is because the users may feel 

the pains although they do not bleed from the cuts due to the fact that the knife has 

been tap on their hands and that is the reason of why the hand-guard are incorporate in 

our product. 

The materials that is being used in hand-guard are PP/PE durable strong 

plastic. It can help to protect the users‟ hands while slicing, chopping, and dicing. The 

weight of the hand-guard is 3g and it is attached with Hook of the Hook-and-Loop. It 

is very easy to use; the users can easily attach the hand-guard and gloves and easily 

adjust the position of the hand-guard according to their lengths of fingers. 

Figure 4.4: Glove and Hand-guard 

 

   Figure 4.5: The Front of Hand-guard               Figure 4.6: The Back of Hand-guard 

          

The Hook of Hook-and-Loop 
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We will provide three different sizes of gloves which are S, M and L size in 

order to fulfil the different needs of our customers. Our gloves can be consider as 

divided into two different parts which are knitted fabric part and coating part. The 

knitted fabric part comprises the yarns are including ultra-high molecular weight 

polyethylene (UHMWPE) of better known as Dyneema, glass fibre yarn, Spandex or 

Lycra, and Nylon. While for the coating part, it comprises of synthetic latex and black 

Nitrile foam. According to Code of Federal Regulations Title 21 (CFR), Nitrile rubber 

is a substance under basic component of single and repeated use food contact surfaces. 

The weight of the gloves depends on its size and its average weight approximately 

73g ± 5g per pair. Besides that, the total weight of our product will not exceed more 

than 90g after attach with the hand-guard and also the Hook-and-Loop. So, the users 

will not feel too heavy when they are wearing the gloves while preparing the dishes. 

(Please refer Appendix 4 for information about CFR) 

Figure 4.7: Gloves Attach with Hand-guard by Using Hook-and-Loop 

 

Figure 4.8: Coating Part  Figure 4.9: Gloves with Hook-and Loop 

                  

Synthetic latex and black Nitrile foam          The Loop of Hook-and-Loop 

Hand-guard Hook-and-Loop 
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There are many benefits that can be provided to the users to protect their hands 

while cooking. Our gloves are providing excellent cut resistant, puncture resistant and 

tear resistant, abrasion resistant and the maximum cut level is 5, which is the highest 

level. This gloves are 15 times stronger than those steels and it also 40% stronger than 

Kevlar. Besides that, the glove is soft and also flexible enough for the users in order to 

provide the maximum dexterity and comfort to them. The users can hold the hot 

cooking pots or bowls up to 80°C for around 10 seconds or more with this lighter and 

thinner glove. The gloves also provide the cooling sensation which can adapt to the 

temperature of the users‟ skin.  

Our gloves are specially coated with black Nitrile foam in order to provide an 

excellent grip, softness as well as flexibility with added padding which is for extra 

protection and comfort to the users. Nitrile foam coating does not penetrate to the 

inner sides of the gloves which are unlike to those conventional PU-coated gloves and 

it ensures the excellent softness and comfort for the users. The users can always wash 

the gloves for the hygiene purpose and extended wear as well. 

In the coming future, we will communicate with our gloves supplier in order 

to develop different colour and make them available on our products and help us to 

cater the different colour preferences of our customers. For example, we will try to 

launch the white colour of the gloves which is look more clean and acceptable to the 

public. 

Figure 4.10: White Coated Gloves 

 

Source: Nitrile Coated Gloves. (2015). Retrieved from 

http://www.pearlglove.com.my/index.php/products/nitrile-coated-gloves 
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4.1.2 Concept testing 

We are decided to apply concept testing on our products before the launching 

of Null Claws to the market. Concept testing is a process of evaluating target 

customer responses to our idea through a series of analysis which based on those 

quantitative and qualitative practices in order to help us to reduce the risks or failures 

as much as possible before launching to the market. We have distributed 300 sets of 

surveys to individuals as well as culinary schools to evaluate their responses.  

The individuals that involved in conducting of the survey are including 

students, housewives, chefs, employees, and others. From the surveys, there are 273 

out of 300 people are encountered incidents such as burns and cuts in the kitchen 

before and 37% which is 107 people are definitely will purchase our product as well 

as 57% which is 170 people will consider to do the purchase.  

Besides that, we also know that most of the students which are 33 out of 34 

people are encountered injuries such as burns and cuts during the cooking class from 

the results of the survey. There are 9 culinary schools are definitely would like to 

purchase our product and 19 culinary school will consider to purchase our product too. 

As a result of the combination from those individuals and culinary schools, it showed 

the good sign for us to introduce and launch our product in the market. Besides that, 

the other respondents are relying on other factors such as price, convenience, 

durability and so forth to make the purchase decision.  

We need to modify and refine our product design or idea which based on their 

preferences, so that we can cater and fulfil their needs, preferences and expectations. 

It is apparent that through the surveys which we have conducted, we should produce 

and market this product to them as a solution to solve their problems. 

(Please refer Appendix 5 for test report of protective gloves) 

 

4.2 Pricing Strategy 

I. Pricing Method 

As a new start-up firm, we have to consider a suitable pricing method to 

provide us a reasonable price to charge on our customers. This is an important 
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way to make our customers to feel that our product is worth paying yet make 

us survive in this dynamic business environment. The pricing method that we 

considered is cost-based pricing. We decided to set our product‟s price by 

including the production costs and add with our profit margins, which are 

around 60% for direct channel and about 45% for indirect channel. Although 

this is hard for us to predict the initial sales volume as well as calculate the 

production costs, we will try the best to perform both tasks in order to operate 

our firm at lucrative profits within 3 years‟ time. 

II. Market Penetration Pricing 

We plan to implement market penetration pricing strategy during the initial 

stage of our product. We have to try the best to minimize all the costs that may 

happen or incurred during in the process of production, advertising, 

transaction and so on, in order to offer our product to the targeted customers 

and channel members at reasonable price. Reasonable price for a superior 

small kitchen appliance definitely will catch the attention from the target 

customers, channel members as well as the public. We believe that we can 

build our company reputation, reach to a higher volume of sales, and achieve 

penetration of our new product in the market, if we able to implement this 

pricing strategy well.  

III. Discount Pricing 

i. Trade Rate Discount 

This is a pricing strategy which offer discount and it is mainly for the 

intermediaries. They are the retailers of our product, including the kitchen 

utensil sector from department stores, for example, AEON and Parkson. 

They can purchase our product in RM 19.98 per unit rather than in 

RM22.20. The price of RM 19.98 is the selling price that 10 % lower than 

the selling price that we sell to our individual and corporate-customers. 

This method can induce them to stock more of our product in their store 

due to the lower selling price and they can mark up the price as they wish. 

Other than our sales volume will be stimulated, this pricing strategy also 

can help us in building relationship with our retailers. This is a win-win 

situation for us and our retailers because of the lower selling price. 
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ii. Quantity Discount 

Individual-customers and corporate-customers are also the targeted 

customers. Therefore, we also apply discount pricing strategy for them. 

They will be given certain discount on their purchase if they purchase a 

certain units of our product in one sales receipt. If they purchase, for 

example, 50 units of our product in a single transaction, 10% discount will 

be given in the total amount that they purchased as rewards purpose. This 

method able to encourage them to purchase in bulk, especially for those 

corporate-customers. 

 

4.3 Channels of Distribution 

This chapter will highlight the channels of distribution that our company 

selected and rationale of selection. Due to distribution channel management is hard to 

change in a short time, thus it is critical to our business management and we have to 

choose wisely at first. Hybrid marketing channel is the channel that our company 

chooses to use for our distribution management. According to Moriaty R.T. and 

Moran U.‟s study (as cited in Pondent C.S., n.d.), the term “hybrid marketing 

channels” refers to a business‟ use of more than one marketing channel to market its 

products.  

Figure 4.11: Indirect Distribution Channel 

 

Source: Types of Distribution Channels (2014). Retrieved from 

http://www.entrepreneurial-insights.com/place-four-ps-marketing-mix/ 

The figure above shows the indirect channel of distribution. We will assign 

with few suppliers to produce the part of our products according to their material 

category. For instance, one of the manufacturers (Pearl Glove Sdn. Bhd.) will be 

mainly responsible for producing the glove, the other manufacturers (OEE Shopping 

Enterprise & KHglobalsale) will focus on providing the guard and Hook-and-Loop 
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respectively. The main reason for us to separate the raw materials with few suppliers 

is to reduce the production cost. Furthermore, by having high production of products, 

we could have high bargaining power of buyer towards the suppliers. In addition, it is 

also an advantage for our company to have other suppliers to provide the raw 

materials in case the current supplier has a shortage on supplying the raw materials. 

The suppliers will be in charge of transferring the raw materials to our 

material warehouse. Once the raw materials are delivered to our material warehouse, 

we will check to ensure that there are no damaged raw materials. Then, assembles of 

the product will be carried out. After the final product is assembled, Rani Transport 

(the logistic company that we assigned) will deliver it to those respective retail outlets 

in different states (such as, Perak, Johor, Kuala Lumpur and Selangor). Before 

shipping the product, our company will conduct a series of product quality control 

activities. 

Our retailers mainly target on the kitchen utensil sector from department stores, 

for example, AEON and Parkson. The reason we are targeting those retailers is 

because we believe they will account a large proportion of sales and able to ensure 

our product to reach more potential customer in different locations. By doing this 

selling strategy, we can cooperate with our retailers which can provide feedback to us 

on improving our products which is mentioned by the customers. 

In contrast, we will collaborate with the retailers such as AEON and Parkson 

so that the profit margin can be increased since we do not assigned our products to the 

specialize distributors. The selling price matter is also another issue that we have to 

consider. When we distribute to the retailers directly, it can help us to save the 

distribution costs and thus the selling price can be reduced in order to attract more 

customers to buy it. 

Figure 4.12: Direct Distribution of Channel 

 

Source: Types of Distribution Channels, (2014). Retrieved from 

http://www.entrepreneurial-insights.com/place-four-ps-marketing-mix/  
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We are also planning to set up the direct distribution channel to distribute our 

products. The Null Claws factory-office also welcomes the potential channel 

members and customers to visit so that we can show them product demonstration and 

promote our product to them. 

The company website provided a platform to let customers search for the 

product-related information and able to watch the demonstration video online and 

voice out their opinion and review our product based on their experience. In addition, 

customers can approach to our company to make purchases through email, contact 

number, Twitter, Facebook page. In the future, we will develop our own online 

shopping option in our company website which provides a platform for customers to 

view and purchase the products online. This is convenient for the customer to 

purchase the products without going out from home and can save time especially for 

the customers who are busy in their working life. 

 

4.4 Promotion and Advertising  

Promotion is one of the key elements of the marketing mix and deals with one 

or two-way communication that takes place with the consumer (“Promotion & 

Advertising Strategy” n.d.). Advertising is a form of communication designed to 

deliver the product information to customer, create the awareness regarding the 

existence of the product, and also persuade potential customers to purchase the 

product.  

We decide to print out the advertising sources such as flyers and banners and 

put around our shop in order to attract the interested prospects to come over to our 

shop. The flyers will be distributed to the near residential areas which surround our 

factory-office. We will cooperate and communicate with the retailers by setting up 

banners beside our product selling sections so that it is easy to grab customers‟ 

attentions.  

Besides, we will set a few road shows to promote and demonstrate the product 

to the passers. At the same time, we will distribute some coupon and voucher to 

attract their attention and interest. We believe that it is the effective short-term 
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technique to persuade our target end users. It is because some price conscious 

customers are willing to spend their time to claim the savings as we are offering 

incentives for people who want to save money. It is one of the great techniques in 

price competition. In this way we are able to attract new customers or to develop 

customer loyalty. 

Other than that, we also will organize online advertising to promote our 

product. Online advertising can help to reduce the cost in delivering the product 

information to customer. We can promote our product on social networking sites such 

as Facebook and Twitter. This can help us to reach large number of customers easily. 

It is simple and customer can drop down their message to us if they have anything to 

ask. We can update the products‟ information on our social networking website and 

customers can get the latest information as well.  

In the future, we decide to carry out the advertising by setting up the 

advertisement at the billboard on the busy road such as South-North Highway and 

some junctions where there are high flows of vehicles. So, this advertising strategy 

can reach to more people in different cities. Moreover, we also will advertise our 

product on radio station in future to create awareness to the listener about the 

existence of our product. 
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5.0 PRODUCTION PLAN / OPERATION PLAN 

 

5.1 Manufacturing Process 

Our product is divided into two parts, which are the glove and the guard. The 

glove is made of heat resistance and cut resistance materials while the guard is made 

of hard plastic which is also cut resistance. Both of these items are delivered to our 

factory to do the final touching which are the assembling process and the repackaging 

process. 

Figure 5.1: Manufacturing Process Flow 
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5.2 Availability of Qualified Labour Pool 

For the labour pool of our first organizational structure, we start of as a small 

company and the amount of workers needed are limited. Due to the size of our 

factory, we only hired those who are capable and this could minimize the amount of 

capital that we needed to invest. 

We start off as a small enterprise (SME) which we also are considered 

entrepreneur on our own. According to statistic.com in Malaysia, a company which 

contained full time employees less than 100 will be considered as a small enterprise.  

In our company, we have total of 7 permanent employees included the 5 of us 

to filled up the management team position. While the assembly line we will hired 

foreign workers to do our daily routine. The number of foreign workers varies from 

month to month based on the production activities and the number of sales that we 

received. Besides that, the percentage of turnover rate of foreign workers will be high 

too as they will find it hard to sustain in a company if the works is not suitable for 

them. On the first year, our staffing structure will be as followed: 

Table 5.1: Designation of Labour Pool 

No. / Title Designation Min. Requirements No. of vacancies 

1. Management Team Bachelor Degree 5 

2. Company Advisor/ Founder Bachelor Degree 1 

3. Supervisor/ Quality Control Diploma 1 

4. Assembly Workers Foreign Worker Agency NA 

 

For the job recruitment, we will post for job vacancy on the websites like 

JobStreet.com and look for who that interested. Later on, we will conduct screening 

process to look for the best candidate that suit that particular position. However, the 

salary might be vary depends on the current situation of our company at the beginning 

of the period. 
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Table 5.2: Job Scope for Each Designation 

No./Title Designation Job Scope Monthly 

Salary (RM) 

1. Company 

Advisor/ 

Founder 

 Acted as the consultant of the company 

 In charged of the research and development of 

existing product 

 Participate in building relationship with the 

supplier 

 Monitors operational activities and evaluate the 

effectiveness of the activities carried out 

 Advises the management team on the decisions 

they made and provide teamwork spirit 

 At least 3 years of experience on the specific 

field/ industry 

4000 

2. Supervisor/ 

Quality 

Control 

 To supervise and provide appropriate training to 

the workers in the Assembly Line 

 To assign task to the workers accordingly to 

their capabilities 

 Evaluate the performance of the workers and 

take disciplinary actions if necessary 

 Resolve complaints if any from the customers 

 At least 2 years of experience on the specific 

field/ industry 

2000 

3. Assembly 

Workers 

 Responsible of all the job required in the 

production line 

 Responsible to act accordingly to what task they 

had been assigned 

 To handle the task on the repackaging and 

finished goods department 

900 

 

We will apply SOCSO that the government provided for each of the 

employees and aside from that we all provide extra insurance which is the Foreign 

Workers - Plus from Allianz Malaysia for the purpose to protect them while on work 

as we need our workers to test the glove using heat substances, for the foreign worker 

that we import from Nepal through the foreign worker agency. 
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Foreign Worker Agency 

For our foreign workers who are mainly working at the assembly line, we will 

outsource an agency by the name Agensi Perkerjaan Jenni Sdn. Bhd. which is located 

in Subang Jaya, to help us on importing workers from Nepal to our factory. After 

research activities, we find that those from Nepal are cheaper compare to other 

countries and the reason to find a third party to handle such cases is because we could 

use the expertise to handle the documentary issues with the government. This can 

avoid unnecessary expenses (cost to maintain a relationship with the government) in a 

long term calculation. The total payment that Jenni Sdn. Bhd. charged for our service 

is RM3000 yearly which includes all the insurance, levy, government processing fees 

and Visa service fees.  

 

5.3 Physical Plant 

Our factory-office is categorized into 4 functional parts which are the 

administration office with customer service department, unloading base and the 

loading base, quality inspection room with assembly line, and the quality inspection 

room with packaging line. First of all, our administration office is the operational part 

of the whole factory which controls all the movement in the factory including the 

workers where else the customer service will focus mainly on dealing with customers. 

Next to the customer service department will be the meeting room where we use to 

held meeting and meet with customers. On the unloading base, we will use this 

department to load the two parts of our product which are the glove and the guard 

before sending it to quality inspection room for first stage checking. After the first 

inspection, approved materials will be sending to the assembly line, where we will 

start to do the assembly process by matching the glove and the guard together before 

move on to the second quality inspection area. Then, packing of the products will be 

right after the second inspection is completed. Any defect items found in the first 

quality inspection room will be packed as returned goods and moved to the loading 

base. After all the process has been done, finished goods will be send to the loading 

base where our staffs will load those boxes to our vehicle and transport them to the 

particular outlets for sale. Below is the floor plan for our factory and the flow that 

move during the operational day. 
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Figure 5.2: Floor Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Machineries and Equipment 

Table 5.3: Machineries and Equipment‟s Cost 

No. Item Price (RM) Quantity (Unit) 

1. Air Conditional 1480 2 

2. Admin Table 150 8 

3. Office Meeting Table 500 1 

4. Printer, Fax, Scanner, Photocopy Machine 700 1 

5. Stationary 250 Lump sum 

6. Office Phone 20 5 

7. Computer 1500 6 

8. Document rack 30 8 
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9. Office chairs 55 8 

10. CCTV System (Package) 1250 1 

11. Alarm System 300 1 

12. Fire Extinguisher 280 3 

13. Garbage Bin 8 5 

14. Water Dispenser 350 1 

15. Punch Card Machine 270 1 

16. First-aid Kit 40 1 

17. Company T-shirt 25 15 

18. Business Card 0.17 400 

19. Broom and Dustpan 10 5 

20. Plastic Chair 6 20 

 

Table 5.4: Production Cost 

The production tools are varied based on the number of workers hired and 

production volume. 

No. Production tools Price (RM) 

1. Hot glue gun  30 

2. Hot glue sticks 0.60 

3. Pliers-type Stapler 38 

4. Stapler bullets 8 

 

5.5 Names of Suppliers of Raw Materials 

For the selection of raw material suppliers, we have set some criteria to help 

us in choosing the right suppliers. The criteria include quality certification, delivery 

service to our factory, price, and match with our product requirement. 

There are three main raw materials we will be using for assembling which 

include heat and cut resistance glove, hook and loop, and plastic guard. The suppliers 

that we have found for our main raw materials are as follow: 
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I. Heat and cut resistance glove - Pearl Glove (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd 

Address: Lot 22, Jalan Lapan, Bakar Arang Industrial Estate, 08000 Sungai 

Petani, Kedah, Malaysia. 

 

II. Plastic Guard - OEE Shopping Entreprise 

Address: 111A, Jalan Susur Perdana Tengah, Taman Bukit Perdana, 83000 

Batu Pahat, Johor. 

 

III. Hook and Loop - KHglobalsale  

Address: Kepong Baru, Kuala Lumpur. 

 

5.6 Quality Control 

The excellence of Null Claws would be measure by a sequence of control 

through test control, random and sudden inspection to sustain the quality guarantee 

guidelines. This would not only give us a sureness to supply advance quality products 

but it will also provide a promise of high quality, competitive pricing and on time 

delivery of goods to all our customers who enjoy the growth of their business with the 

products that we supply to them. The following detail is an overview of the quality 

control procedures taken during the production of gloves: 

Figure 5.3: Quality Control Procedures 
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Tech Pack Development 

Tech pack development is the much information that is needed to enhance the 

quality of the production. The relevant information is such as the material selection, 

time order information such as the quantity needed, delivery deadline, and type of 

materials needed. Besides that tech pack also will contain the technical information 

from the colour printing till the sculpture for checking. The other sort of information 

such as the quality control parameters, shipping and logistic information is also 

included. These tech pack information would be delivered to all departments 

beforehand to make the necessary preparations.  

Material Selection 

Material selection is one of the most important principles in our product. The 

material selected should be very good in terms of quality and the durability. Each 

material will have to go through a severe assessment by our quality control 

department each time before the procurement. The outline of types of material and the 

aspect needed for our product such as the heat resistant and the cut proof should be 

considered in a serious way. Besides that they should always in search of best and 

new materials that will suit Null Claws. 

Material Procurement 

Material Procurement is responsible for the buying of new goods or the 

materials needed to make those goods in affordable rates from dependable sources 

without negotiating on excellence, steadiness and attractive appeal. In this stage they 

also manages inventory through clearance. Some materials may be required to be 

purchased and the purchase department deals with that matter vigorously and timely 

applying all possible sources to get these raw materials. 

Material Receipt & Inspection 

As our raw materials will be manufactured readily it is important to have an 

inspection upon arrival of material to the factory. Each time the materials are receive, 

all activity should be documented to make an efficient in the initial quality control 

inspection. 
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Furthermore, in this process there would be a quality control checklist for 

every material. Our quality control inspectors will have the power to reject any 

material that does not suit the checklist.  

(Please refer Appendix 6 for sample of defect report) 

Assembling 

The materials will transferred to the assemble department to assemble the 

compartments. These packages are distributed to assembling workers who have been 

provided with hot glue gun and accessories for producing premium quality of gloves. 

During this process, the quality control inspectors are to make sure the products 

complete all the process as needed in the criteria. The strength, colour, size, durability 

and other characteristics of gloves are checked and controlled with the help of tech 

packs developers. 

Final Inspection  

Before going on to packaging, the products will be inspected seriously with all 

quality control measures taken to maintain the quality and the consistency of the 

production in the product. There will be final evaluation checklist that should be filed 

by the authorities in order to maintain the agreement of interior quality control criteria 

and customer requirements. 

Packing 

The packaging is done in boxes as how the customers want. Our normal 

packaging means is by sizes. Each size will be fitted in one box to avoid confusion. It 

is important to fit the right size to each box to make sure it is disclose with safety 

upon reaching the destination without damage. The right way of placing and the 

quantities of products are checked, calculated and verified thoroughly by our staff. 

Logistic and Shipping 

In our knowledge quality guarantee of products is not only about the 

production of goods but also providing an efficient delivery time without damage. 

Our logistic department ideal job is to make preparations right after receiving the 

confirmed clients demand. As our goods are mainly transported by using trucks, we 
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have enclosed a tracking device to ensure the goods are received on time without 

delay. 

Customer Service 

We provide full customer services relating to any aspect of our gloves and 

other products. We promise the quality of all our products and work carefully with 

our customers in refining the product excellence and sustaining the desires of our 

customers. 

 

5.7 Customer Support 

Website 

Our company will set up an official website which is 

http://nullclaws.byethost3.com to assist customers by providing them the latest 

information and also the existing information that they needed. Without coming in 

person to our company, customers can choose the easier way which they can easily 

log in to our website and search for the information they need. With the website set up, 

we also can recruit customers to join our membership club and with an account they 

register, they can get personal e-mail to know that we are having special offer on 

certain dates. The sites also contain a simple survey form for the customers to fill up 

in case they have any feedback they can provide us with. On the site we can also 

include link of a short clip to show a demonstration on how our products works. From 

time to time, we can do a R&D process which is the improvement to our product just 

by sending out questionnaires to the member who registered. 

After-sales Service 

 After sales service is provided by our staff to the customers no matter the 

customers are loyal customers or new customers. Our after sales service can be a 

warranty that we offer to the customers and also to service them in term of providing 

a quick demo on how to use the product. This is to make sure that the customer will 

use our product to the best of its functions and produce the best results to them. The 

warranty that we provide can last up to one-month-warranty period. This period is 

given for the customers in case there is a necessary to exchange for any defect item of 
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our products. With such services, we believe that it will strengthen the relationship 

between the customers with us. It can also show that we are eager to help customer no 

matter what the condition is. 

Demo 

 Demo or demonstration is where our staff will perform demo of our products 

on road show and also on those booths that we set up for sales in the hypermarket. At 

this booth, we will ask the passer-by customers to come have a look on our product 

while performing how to use our products on the spot to show the effectiveness of the 

glove to protect our hand either from heat resistance or cut resistance. Besides that, on 

the same time, we will sell the products on our booth as well. So it is a double event, 

which is selling of product and giving out free lessons or demonstration to attract the 

customers to buy one for them. Last but not least, we also provide online short clip of 

our demo at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TwYIfrvRpPM. 

(Please refer Appendix 7 for screenshot of our website, demo short clip, and 

Facebook) 
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6.0 MANAGEMENT TEAM 

 

6.1 Management Team 

The top management team position of Null Claws Sdn. Bhd. is hold by five 

members who are Ms Khor Chia Sing, Ms Siew Jing Yee, Ms Wan Pei Ling, Ms 

Chan Zhi Cheng, and Mr Charles Ronald Raj. Each of them is experienced in carrying 

out business activities as well as having the knowledge and abilities to manage the 

company. 

 

Figure 6.1: Management Team 
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Operation Manager 

Ms Wan Pei Ling will be assigned to be the company operation manager. By 

pursuing in Bachelor of Business Administration (HONS) Entrepreneurship, she has 

the knowledge in managing the company and lead to success. 

Ms Wan has lots of working experiences such as being an ambassador, sale 

assistance, and promoter in different companies which are exposed in different field. 

Throughout the experiences that she gained, strong leadership skills can be developed 

and also the ability to perform a wide range of duties has been obtained as well. This 

can enable her to have a better understanding on the operation of business activities, 

to determine the business opportunity, and get to know the risks in earlier stage as a 

benefit to the company. 

Ms Wan believed that efficiency and effectiveness is the main tool for the 

company‟s operations to run well and smooth. She always does her best to make sure 

that the process is on the track and keep on checking for the quality of product. This 

can ensure that the production of the company could run smoothly and problems can 

be detected in early stage so that corrective actions can be taken when needed. Thus, 

losses and costs can be reduced while the efficiency of productions can be improved.  

Her profession and responsibility drives her to continually monitor and 

improve the overall performance of the operation so that company‟s operation can run 

well. Ms Wan could lead her operation team in managing the production line as well. 

This may include the production activities like, production from raw materials into 

final goods, machinery matters and also different operational issues that may arise 

during the production. 

Throughout the knowledge and experiences that Ms Wan had, we could 

believe that she is the most suitable candidate to perform this position. She will also 

try her best to work hard in this position so that it can bring more benefits to the 

company. 
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Product Development Manager 

Ms Khor Chia Sing is hired as the product development manager in Null 

Claws Sdn. Bhd. She had done her Bachelor of Business Administration (HONS) 

Entrepreneurship in University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR).  

Ms Khor will work as a product development manager that could be a critical 

role in developing the new products which are potentially high demand in the market 

as well as building the new trend in the existing market. Ms Khor had her own make-

up artist business and teaching classes when she was studying in university. These 

creativeness‟s play an important role in enhancing the business and coming out with 

new ideas.  

Besides, she also worked as a beauty consultant during her undergraduate 

industrial training in a cosmetics company. The experiences that she gained during 

her internship are facing different customers with different problems that she had to 

solve. Thus, she could manage to understand their problems and find innovate and 

effective solutions to solve their problems. This could improve Ms Khor‟s ability in 

viewing the market and also understand the customers‟ needs. It is always important 

for a product developer in understanding the customers‟ needs so that appropriate and 

high demand products can be created and first mover advantage can be gained 

throughout the innovation of the new product development. It is crucial for Ms Khor 

to have the knowledge of competitive intelligence in increasing the awareness of 

market trends, market demands and market expectations. 

Ms Khor understands that a product manager‟s key role is strategic and 

innovate but not tactical. The main tasks for her to perform in this position are, 

making improvements to the existing products, develop and innovate the new product 

that meets the customers‟ needs, keep updating with the latest information that flow in 

the market and take the fastest response to the information in order to move faster 

than other competitors to gain first mover advantage. 

So, we could believe that Ms Khor can handle this position well and she can 

develop her creativity and broaden view to understand the market and also create the 

business opportunity that benefits the company. 
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Human Resources Manager 

Ms Chan Zhi Cheng will be the human resources manager in Null Claws Sdn. 

Bhd. She is a degree holder in Bachelor of Business Administration (HONS) 

Entrepreneurship. During her study in university, she was elected as the vice 

chairperson and secretary in the clubs and societies. As a result, she has good 

reporting skills, communication skills and interpersonal skills. These skills could be 

an advantage of her by having the ability to manage the human resources matters and 

affairs of the company, motivate the employees as well as the task which assigns the 

right people in the right position.  

On the other hand, Ms Chan also has the traits and characteristics that required 

performing the human resource manager position. In fact, she is independent enough 

in managing the tasks as well as handling the employees‟ matters. Other than that, she 

is also good in understand and analyse the characteristics and personality of different 

employees. This could help her to have a better understanding of the employees‟ 

abilities, skills and knowledge which could help her in assigning the employees into 

different positions with the relevant skills and knowledge. Thus, this can make sure 

that the greatest contributions and better outcomes can be delivered and beneficial to 

the company. 

In short, her job scope is basically to maintain and enhances the company‟s 

human resources activities by planning, implementing, and evaluating employee 

relations. Furthermore, she also has to understand well about the human resources 

policies, programs, and practices.  

Last but not least, Ms Chan also has to carry out and develop different policies 

and programs such as employees‟ benefits, rewards and bonus and other benefits that 

could serve as a motivational tool. By implementing the motivational tool, this could 

encourage the employees to work harder and hence will contribute more to the 

company. Thus, the company can be built and keep growing by having the good 

commitment from the employees. 

Marketing Manager 

Ms Siew Jing Yee, who is going to take over the marketing manager position, 

was graduated with a Bachelor of Business Administration (HONS) Entrepreneurship 
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in University Tunku Abdul Rahman. Throughout her university life, she was 

appointed as a committee member in a society and also took part in organizing many 

different events. As a result, she could be a better candidate in performing this 

position. 

Ms Siew has good interpersonal role and experienced in understanding the 

market as well as analyse the market condition. Good interpersonal skills can enable 

her to have good relationship with external parties. This could be an advantage for her 

to have a better idea in designing the marketing strategies to promote the new or 

existing products into the market and also the way to grab the customers‟ attention 

and being notified to the products that are produced by our company. 

Moreover, Ms Siew also has played an important role in deciding the 

packaging, size, and also the product attributes which will serve as the options that 

could encourage the customers to purchase the products. For example, attractive 

packaging and convenient size of product can attract the customers who are seeking 

for new feeling toward the products and also able to convenient them as well as their 

life. 

Other than that, Ms Siew is going to be responsible for the marketing activities 

of the company‟s products and customer support issues. She has to study the market 

conditions that are happening in the market and also to monitor the competitors‟ 

actions. It is because marketing and promotional strategies are important when 

competing with competitors. Effective and well-developed marketing and 

promotional strategies should be implement at the right time, especially during new 

product introductions such as giving promotion and running road shows during 

certain events can help to gain awareness of the customers and gain advantage from it. 

Thus, higher sales can be achieved by implementing the appropriate and effective 

marketing and promotional strategies. 

In a nutshell, Ms Siew could probably be the most appropriate person in 

performing this role. She will keep learning and working hard to ensure that the 

products can be well known by the customers in the market and the product 

information can be delivered to the potential buyer effectively and successfully. 
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Finance Manager 

Mr Charles Ronald Raj pursued his Bachelor of Business Administration 

(HONS) Entrepreneurship in University Tunku Abdul Rahman and graduated in Year 

2015. When he joins this company, he is assigned to become the finance manager of 

Null Claws Sdn. Bhd. During his study in university, Mr Charles was elected as the 

treasurer of Entrepreneurship Society so he has good capability in managing accounts. 

Hence, he has the experiences in performing the financial tasks and also managing the 

financial activities in the company. 

Mr Charles has the comprehensive knowledge and deep understanding of 

financial processes which allows him to involve in company financial planning, 

budgeting, financial checking and evaluating to ensure that business activities are 

going smooth and in the path within the company. Moreover, he is also aware of the 

financial events in business around the world and keeps updating on these 

information‟s. This could be an advantage as he understands the economic status, 

differences in business activities, financial markets, and what happens in a different 

market from different regions. It could be another advantage as he will serve the 

company better by providing the insights from the financial and economic view. 

Through his knowledge and experiences, this could convince and persuade us that he 

is capable and eligible to hold the finance manager post. 

Therefore, Mr Charles‟s job scopes include compiling the company annual 

financial statement, and analysing the future uncertainty and economic conditions. He 

is matured, steady and has accurate judgments, these traits can allow him to contribute 

more to the company and ensure that the company will continuously success in 

reaching its financial objectives. 

In conclusion, Mr Charles is the best candidate among others in performing 

this role. It is because Mr Charles is the Bachelor Degree holder and also he has deep 

knowledge in the financial field as well as passion towards understanding the 

financial activities that are happening all around the world.  
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6.2 Board of Advisor 

In our company, our founder, Mr Stanley Choo Zhan Hui, will play the role as 

our business advisor. Mr Stanley is in the best position in taking this role because he 

is the founder of this company and he has rich experience in the same field. He has 

the right to advice the management team on the business operation and business 

decision. 

 Mr Stanley is graduated in Bachelor of Business Administration (HONS) 

Entrepreneurship from University Tunku Abdul Rahman (UTAR). He has 9 years of 

experiences working in glove industry. He has been working in Top Glove Company 

as one year of Regional Sales Executive, two years of National Sales Executive and 

three years of National Sales Manager. After 6 years of working in Top Glove 

Company, Mr Stanley has joined a partnership with his friend Mr Danny Tan in an 

innovative start-up, GloveStars. He became the co-founder and board member of the 

GloveStars Company, which is founded by Mr Danny Tan. He remained in that 

position for 3 years until he founded this company, Null Claws. 

 He is very familiar with the management and operation of the company in 

producing gloves and delivering the services. Therefore, our founder, Mr Stanley, is 

highly capable and experienced person to guide and advise our team in running this 

business. We will fully respect and take in his advises before making decisions in the 

business. 

 

6.3 Key Professional Service Provider 

Accounting Firm 

Whenever the issues of accounting and financial are concerned in our 

business, we are only those laymen. Therefore, we choose to seek for help from those 

who are the professional on this relevant field. The firm that we are planning to seek 

help for is Tan Cheah & Co. The services that are provided by Tan Cheah & Co 

including taxation, financial statement audit, internal audit, and so forth (Tan Cheah & 

Co, n.d.). Therefore, we can ease the administrative burdens as well as engage 

ourselves in those tax commitments properly that we may encounter in our business 
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with the helps from the professional firm. The details of Tan Cheah & Co are as 

follow: 

 

Address : No. 232, 1
st
 Floor, Unit 2, Jalan Lagenda 9, Lagenda Heights,  

    08000 Sungai Petani, Kedah Darulaman, Malaysia. 

Tel  : 604-420-1109 

Fax  : 604-420-1108 

E-mail  : mail@tancheah.com.my 
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7.0 COMPANY STRUCTURE, INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY, AND OWNERSHIP 

 

7.1 Organizational Structure. 

 

Organizational chart: 

Figure 7.1: Organizational Chart 
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Description of organizational structure: 

Operation Manager 

 Operation Manager is whom that is in-charged of three activities in the 

organization which are the operation of the production line, quality control of the 

product produced and also the purchasing and logistics of the company as a whole. 

 First, we talk about the operation part of the company. As an operation 

manager, he or she is responsible to manage the operation of the company as from the 

point where the two parts of the product arrives and does the quality checking before 

send them to the assembly line. Operation part is very important in the organization as 

it oversees the amount of profits that the company will earn. Besides that, any failed 

products that customer bought will damage their trust towards the reputation of Null 

Claws. 

 Quality control is also an essential step that must be taken in order to complete 

the whole production process. Quality checking is divided into two parts in our 

company which is Quality Checking 1, which is done right after the parts of assemble 

has arrived and Quality Checking 2 after the assembly of the product is done. 

Operation Manager will ensure our company will face less deficit from the item that 

are send to us by our supplier and defect items can be immediately return to the 

supplier. Other than that, we will try minimize to reach a scale of zero error when 

assembling the product, which then needs to be sending out to the retailers. 

 Purchasing and logistics are the processes that need to be handling by 

Operation Manager as well. These processes include ordering the parts from chosen 

supplier and to close deal with them at the best price. Logistics have two part of 

process which is internally and externally. Internally is to handle the arrangements 

and layouts of the company. Externally is to manage the shipping process of our 

products to the retailers. Since we are using our own transportation, this will make the 

process goes easier where the route can be set accordingly. 

Product Development Manager 

 The job scope of Product Development Manager is to do research on how to 

improvise and makes our product more durable in the future. This research can helps 

the company to gain more profits by reducing the cost of production and also heighten 
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the trust of our customers that our product are reliable and long-last. Besides that, 

Product Development Manager also needs to develop new products that are from the 

same industry as what we are doing with the Null Claws gloves with hand-guard. This 

is to expand the line of our products by producing more kitchen safety appliances to 

the consumers. 

 Moreover, Product Development Manager is responsible of the product design 

and thinks of ways to beautify it. The product design includes of the design of the 

repackaging process after sometimes the product is in the market, pattern and colour 

of the products which will make it more attractive to the consumers or maybe it can 

be customize according to the hand size of the consumers and many more innovative 

ideas. Through these activities, from time to time we hope to bring a new outlook to 

the customers and also apply the differentiation strategy against the competitors that 

will soon trying to imitate our products. 

Human Resource Manager 

 Human Resource Manager is responsible to deals with the recruitment process 

where we will be hiring foreign workers from other country. There will be 

complicated procedure that our company will have to deal among the agency and the 

government, so the Human Resource Manager will manage these problems. Most 

importantly, that he or she is capable of finding a good agency that can supply us with 

good workers and have good history in providing semi-skilled workers that are enable 

to understand and communicate with us. Communication is very important and if we 

are unable to communicate with them, our production line will face issues in 

completing our assembling and quality checking processes.  

 Compensation and benefits are very important to all the employees of the 

company no matter the management team or the foreign workers. Both will be very 

concern about this issue and if this problem is not stated clearly or mentioned to the 

workers, it might create misunderstanding and arguments in the future. We will not 

want this to happen and creates conflict among the working environment. 

Compensation can be in form of direct financial and whoever that performs well in 

the company will be awarded with a raise. As our organization structure is kind of 

small, which only divided into three categories, the chance of getting promoted will 

be very less. 
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 The last thing a Human Resource Manager do is to create and maintain a 

general affair with all the connections that we have such as the employees and also all 

of the outsourcing agencies. A well maintained relationship is important that after a 

few years of relation, we could get a better discount in purchasing process and also to 

build up the reputation of Null Claws. Having good relation with the workers also 

builds a trust within them towards the management team and this could actually 

reduce the rate of turnover in the organization.  

Marketing Manager 

 Sales and marketing are what Marketing Manager has to do in the company. 

This process includes many other sub processes and there will be many steps that he 

or she needs to take in order to complete the job. Sales are similar to the importance 

of marketing, without marketing there will be no sales and vice versa. High sales will 

determine the successfulness of the marketing event done by the manager. In addition, 

it also determine the life of the company through the amount of profits that can be 

earn through the daily sales. 

Marketing skills by a manager can be seen through the promotion and 

advertising that he or she has organized. Valuable promotion with effective 

advertising is very important to attract new customers and the existing consumers to 

our products. Marketing Manager must know every single details of the product 

before introducing it to the customers. This is to create the sense of confidence and 

the customers can put their trust on you. Through the promotional activities, 

marketing manager can distribute the news on the Null Claws company official 

website and there will be a demo, teaching how to use the product. 

Public relation is in the meaning of the community and the customers. It is 

good to put concern on the community service and the relationship with the customers. 

This could bring up the reputation of the company. In the future, marketing managers 

can implement a community service program by sponsoring an amount of our 

products to a particular cooking competition to increase the awareness of the safety 

precaution in the kitchen and also to create a name where everyone could recognize. 

While on the other hand, building relationship with the loyal customers will then 

implement the strategy of word-of-mouth to spread the news of our product and 

increase the number of customers in the direct channels for our company. 
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Finance Manager 

 Accounting is a part of an organization and is it a very sensitive issue. Any 

mistake and error done in this part can bring a huge effect to the company profitability. 

This is why a finance manager should always be cautious in handling and dealing 

with the money transaction by the company. The accounts of sales and expenses must 

be check regularly from time to time in order to avoid any last minute problems when 

it comes to the end of each month. 

 Financing is also part of the Finance Manager jobs. He or she will have to 

maintain and controls the cash flow and it is best to illustrate it on a graph. This graph 

should be posted in the company office room itself in order to remind the 

management team of the growth of the company. It is also important for a manager to 

know the financial risk that we are having and will be having in the future. Besides 

that, forecast must be done to calculate the rate of effectiveness and efficiency that 

our company are currently operating and if there is any space for us to improve. 

 

7.2 Legal Structure 

Null Claws Sdn. Bhd is formed as a Private Limited Company. This is because 

our initial start-up capital is high including the expenses. Besides that we had choose 

this company incorporation as our share capital is among 5 shareholders. Setting up a 

limited company would offer protection against liable debts and risk of personal 

bankruptcy. This means even the owner‟s status is affected by monetary issue, the 

business will still go on. 

Furthermore another advantage of Limited company is the opportunity for 

expansion is higher as the capital is much easier to be raised from financial 

institutions. In addition to this, we will also enjoy better tax benefits through limited 

obligation. We will be bounded to pay the corporation tax base on our taxable profit 

and will be omitted from high personal income tax rates. To any range, being a 

private limited company will have the potency to make you more trustworthy to 

possible customers, associates or stakeholders. The registration of the company will 

be follow assimilated and administrated by the Companies Act 1965. 
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7.3 Intellectual Property 

Trademark 

Our company name which is Null Claws Sdn Bhd together with our company 

logo will be register for trademark in order to avoid customer confusion as well as 

distinguish our products from other products that available in the marketplace. We 

also can prevent the issues of misuse of our company name by the other competitors 

and therefore, it provides us a protection for the company. 

Patent 

In future, we will go for patent registration for our product design. The reason 

of patent registration for our product design is to protect our product design being 

imitated or copied by other competitors. It also can prevent other competitors to 

manufacture, use or sell our product without our permission or consent within 

Malaysia. Besides that, the patent also grants us to exploit the product design for a 

certain period of time which is 20 years from the date of filing. Therefore, we will 

continue to renew the patent to grant us a protection until the maximum time period of 

20 years if we are success to register patent for our product design. 

(Please refer Appendix 8 and Appendix 9 for sample of business related forms) 
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8.0 FINANCIAL PLAN 

 

8.1 Capital Requirements for the Next 3 Years  

The total fund required is RM 400,000 for starting capital. Investor will invest 

in RM 200,000 and each entrepreneur will invest in RM40, 000 with a total up of 

RM200, 000.  

Besides all the investor and entrepreneur fund, we will seek for government 

and relevant organization funding and incentives in Malaysia which recommended by 

Malaysian Rubber Board for our hand guard. This funding and inducements will only 

be our backup plan for capital obligation thus it will not include in our monetary 

projection. Following will be parties that we will submit the inducement submission: 

- Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA)  

- Ministry of Entrepreneur and Co-operative Development (MeDC)  

- Amanah Ikhtiar Malaysia (AIM) 

Start-up cost: 1. General cost + 2. Operation cost + 3. Lorry 

Table 8.1: General Cost 

No Items Price (RM) Quantity (Units) Total (RM) 

1.  Domain name registration fees  45 1 45 

2.  Trademark registration fees 2580 1 2580 

3.  Telephone  100 1 100 

4.  Internet deposit 100 1 100 

5.  Electricity 400 2 800 

6.  Water deposit 100 1 100 

7.  Rental deposit 1500 2 3,000 

8.  Renovation 5000 - 5000 

9.  Business card 0.17 400 68 

10.  Company T-shirt 25 15 375 

 Total   12,168 
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Table 8.2: Operation Cost 

No. Items Price (RM) Quantity (units) Total (RM) 

1.  Rental 1500 1 1500 

2.  Office Meeting Table 500 1 500 

3.  Employee wages-Founder/Advisor 4000 1 4000 

4.  Employee wages-Managers 3000 5 15000 

5.  Employee wages-Supervisors 2000 1 2000 

6.  Employee wages-Assembly Line 900 6 5400 

7.  Air conditioner (2 horse) 1480 2 2960 

8.  Stationery 250 Lump Sum 250 

9.  Computer 1500 6 9000 

10.  Printer/scanner/fax/photocopy machine 700 1 700 

11.  Water dispenser 350 1 350 

12.  Office Phone 20 5 100 

13.  First-aid kit 40 1 40 

14.  Admin Table 150 8 1200 

15.  Punch card machine 270 1 270 

16.  Garbage bin 8 5 40 

17.  CCTV System 1250 1 1250 

18.  Document Rack 30 8 240 

19.  Office Chair  55 8 440 

20.  Plastic Chair   6 20 120 

21.  Alarm System 300 1 300 

22.  Fire Extinguisher  280 3 840 

23.  Broom and Dustpan 10 5 50 

24.  Slide Projector and screen 1500 1 1500 

 Total   48,050 

 

Table 8.3: Lorry 

No. Items Price (RM) Quantity (Units) Total (RM) 

1. Lorry 69,000 1 69,000 

 Total   69,000 

 

Total start-up cost  = 12,168+ 48,050 + 69,000  

= 129,218 
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Table 8.4: Yearly Expenses 

No. Items 

1.  Material cost 

2.  Logistic expenses 

3.  Employee salary 

4.  Employee Provident Fund 

5.  Public holiday and OT cost 

6.  Online store development and maintenance 

7.  Rental 

8.  Utilities 

9.  Cleaning expenses 

10.  Maintenance for fire extinguisher 

11.  Insurance 

12.  Audit consultation fees 

13.  Lawyer consultation fees 

14.  Marketing and advertising 

15.  R&D 

16.  Production tools 

17.  Production equipment 

18.  Allowance for petrol and toll 

19.  Depreciation (10%) 

20.  Schedule waste management 

21.  Miscellaneous 

22.  Road Tax 

23.  Lorry Insurance 

24.  Lorry Maintenance 

25.  SOCSO 

 

The production tools are varied based on number of workers hired. 

Table 8.5: Production Tools 

No. Production tools Price for each/ each set (RM) 

1.  Hot Glue Gun 30 

2.  Hot Glue Sticks 0.60 

3.  Pliers-Type Staplers  38 

4.  Stapler Bullets  8 
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Hand pallet truck is assumed its lifetime for 1 year. The durability of hand 

pallet truck is 1200 units per truck. 

Table 8.6: Production Equipment 

No. Production equipment Price for 

each (RM) 

1st year (RM) 2nd year (RM) 3rd year (RM) 

1.  Production Rate - 70,810 units 222,136 units 494,845 units 

2.  Hand Pallet Truck 1370 2 3 5 

 Total Cost  2740 4110 6850 
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The equipment needed and it‟s cost according to production rate for: 

Year 1 

 

Items Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Qty Total Cost 

Equipment cost 

Hot Glue Gun 2 
   

1 
   

1 
  

1 5 150 

Hot Glue Sticks 333 366 403 443 488 536 570 649 714 785 844 950 7081 4248.6 

Pliers-Type Staplers 1 
          

1 2 76 

Stapler Bullets 6 6 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 119 952 

              
5426.6 

Year 2 

 
Items Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Qty Total Cost 

Equipment cost 

Hot Glue Gun 
  

1 1 
 

1 
 

1 1 1 1 1 8 240 

Hot Glue Sticks 1045 1150 1245 1391 1505 1683 1827 2037 2210 2464 2676 2982 22215 13329 

Pliers-Type Staplers 
     

1 
   

1 
  

2 76 

Stapler Bullets 17 19 21 23 25 28 30 34 37 41 45 50 370 2960 

              
16605 

Year 3 

 
Items Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Qty Total Cost 

Equipment cost 

Hot Glue Gun 1 1 
 

1 1 1 
 

1 1 1 1 1 10 300 

Hot Glue Sticks 3100 3267 3427 3600 3776 3971 4166 4376 4591 4827 5065 5320 49486 29691.6 

Pliers-Type Staplers 1 
   

1 
   

1 
  

1 4 152 

Stapler Bullets 52 54 57 60 63 66 69 73 77 80 84 89 824 6592 

              
36735.6 
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8.2 Overview of Financial Projections  

Inflation rate 

As our country continuously growing, there will be a steady inflation rate now on and 

to be forecast that the rate will be the same for the future 3 years‟ time. According to our 

Prime Minister, Datuk Seri Najib Abdul Razak, the rate is estimated of 4.0% to 5.0% growth 

this year as the new tax (GST) will be implemented (Reuters, 2014). Thus, the expenses will 

be calculated with an inflation rate of 6% each year. The expenses are as followed: 

1. Material cost 

2. Utilities (Internet, Electricity, Water, Calls) 

3. Insurance 

4. Marketing and Advertising 

5. Maintenance of Fire Extinguisher 

6. Petrol and Tolls 

7. Miscellaneous 

Production Rate, Sales Forecast and Inventory 

Assumptions and remarks for production planning and sales estimation: 

 With the forecast from our sales and production cost, we will generate 25% from 

direct channel and 75% from indirect channel. As our production will eventually 

achieve economies of scale in 3 years‟ time, we will be selling the product at the same 

price and we will slowly increase the price by that time which are RM22.20 per glove 

on the direct while indirect channel will have be selling at RM19.98 after deducting 

10% from the actual pricing. 

 Government policy on GST mention that any business revenue that reach RM500, 

000 and above should register for GST. We would not include and register for GST in 

our product pricing because the three years of our revenue are still below RM500, 000. 

 In calculation of 3 years Pro Forma Income Statement, all of our closing stock is 

assumed selling to indirect channel which is multiply by RM19.98 for each glove. 

 For the fiscal year 2015 till 2017, our actual production and sales volume is calculated 

based on Qualitative Method. The first two year, each month is forecasted by adding 

10% from the volume of one month before. For third year, each month is forecasted 
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by adding only 5% from the volume of one month before because we have established 

a stable channel for our sales. Hence, we need not boost our sales volume by 10% at 

the third year. 

 The box that is filled with yellow colour is the adjustment that we do to the actual 

production based on the level of inventory. As our factory-office do not prepare 

warehouse or storage facilities, it is best that the inventory level is kept at the minimal 

level. 

 At the December of 1
st
 year, our closing stock should be 92 units, we will take out 50 

units of the product for end year event and the ending closing stock will be 42 units.  

 At the December of 2
nd

 year, we will also organize event as the same as in the 1
st
 year 

but this year we will take out double the amount of previous year, which is 100 units 

for the event. So, the supposing ending stock is 235 units minus 100 units for the 

event and end up the closing stock is 135 units. 

 At the December of 3
rd

 year, we are not planning for any end year event because our 

brand should be achieving a certain stage of brand recognition. 

 There is an agreement of net (total after discount) 30 days with our supplier and 

retailers. Therefore, it is expected that the total outstanding is to be paid in full and 

received in full within 30 days after the goods is received both by us and the retailers. 
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Figure 8.1: Beginning Inventory, Ending Inventory, Production Rate, and Sales Estimation for Three Years 
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Table 8.7: Public Holiday and Overtime (OT) Cost Based on 10% of Production Cost 

No. Items 1
st
 year (RM) 2

nd
 year (RM) 3

rd
 year (RM) 

1.  Production Cost 973,633 3,238,749 7,645,353 

2.  Public Holiday (10%) 97,363.3 323,874.9 764,535.3 

3.  OT Cost (10%) 97,363.3 323,874.9 764,535.3 

 Total 194,726.6 647,749.8 1,529,070.6 

 

Salary, EPF and SOCSO 

Table 8.8: Salaries for Three Years 

No. Position Salary for 1
st
 Year 

(RM) 

Salary for 2
nd

 Year 

(RM) 

Salary for 3
rd

 Year 

(RM) 

1. Product Development Manager 3000 3240 3564 

2. Marketing Manager 3000 3240 3564 

3. Operation Manager 3000 3240 3564 

4. Finance Manager 3000 3240 3564 

5. Human Resource Manager 3000 3240 3564 

6. Supervisor 2000 2160 2376 

7. Advisor / Founder 4000 4320 4752 

 12 Months 21,000 x 12 22,680 x 12 24,948 x 12 

 Total 252,000 272,160 299,376 

 

The table above shows the salary of all the management employees who work in our 

company in the first three years. There will be salary increment for 8% in the second year and 

10% in the third year of working in our company. There will have no salary increase for 

foreign workers because they are restricted with Jenni‟s contract.  

Employees Provident Fund is a compulsory savings scheme in Malaysia. Its primary 

aim is to provide a measure of security for old age retirement to its members. According to 

the Employees Provident Fund Act 1991, employers must register their employees with the 

EPF within 7 days of employment. Our company will register the EPF account for all 

employees except foreign workers and intern student. Under the law of Employees Provident 

Fund (EPF) Act 1991, employers need to provide minimum of 13% for employees with 

monthly wages of RM 5,000 and below, while employees need to pay minimum of 11% of 

the employees' monthly wages for EPF.    
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 Besides EPF, our company is also paying SOCSO for the workers. The Social 

Security Organization (SOCSO) is aimed to protect workers who earning wages not 

exceeding RM3, 000 per month with two social security schemes. Once covered, workers 

remain covered irrespective of their wages. The maximum contribution is based on wages of 

RM3, 000 per month. The table below shows the company KWSP and SOCSO expenses with 

the employee salary increment each year. 

Table 8.9: EPF (KWSP) 13% Paid by Company in First Three Years 

No. Position 1
st
 Year (RM) 2

nd
 Year (RM) 3

rd
 Year (RM) 

1. Product Development Manager 390 421.20 463.32 

2. Marketing Manager 390 421.20 463.32 

3. Operation Manager 390 421.20 463.32 

4. Finance Manager 390 421.20 463.32 

5. Human Resource Manager 390 421.20 463.32 

6. Supervisor 260 280.80 308.88 

7. Advisor / Founder 520 561.60 617.76 

 12 Months 2730.00 x 12 2948.40 x 12 3243.24 x 12 

 Total 32,760 35,380.80 38,918.88 

 

Table 8.10: Rate of SOCSO Paid by Company in First Three Years 

No. Position 1
st
 Year (RM) 2

nd
 Year (RM) 3

rd
 Year (RM) 

1. Product Development Manager 51.65 51.65 51.65 

2. Marketing Manager 51.65 51.65 51.65 

3. Operation Manager 51.65 51.65 51.65 

4. Finance Manager 51.65 51.65 51.65 

5. Human Resource Manager 51.65 51.65 51.65 

6. Supervisor 35.85 37.65 41.15 

7. Advisor / Founder 51.65 51.65 51.65 

 12 Months 345.75 x 12 347.55 x 12 351.05 x 12 

 Total 4149.00 4170.60 4212.60 
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Table 8.11: Salary after SOCSO and EPF 

No. Position 1
st
 Year (RM) 2

nd
 Year (RM) 3

rd
 Year (RM) 

1. Product Development Manager 2558.35 2767.15 3049.03 

2. Marketing Manager 2558.35 2767.15 3049.03 

3. Operation Manager 2558.35 2767.15 3049.03 

4. Finance Manager 2558.35 2767.15 3049.03 

5. Human Resource Manager 2558.35 2767.15 3049.03 

6. Supervisor 1704.15 1841.55 2025.97 

7. Advisor / Founder 3428.35 3706.75 4082.59 

 12 Months 17,924.25 x 12 19384.05 x 12 21,353.71 x 12 

 Total 215,091.00 232,608.60 256,244.52 

 

Foreign Workers 

 Our company will hire foreign workers to perform the assembling, packaging and 

quality control tasks. These foreign workers will be recruited from Agensi Perkerjaan Jenni 

Sdn. Bhd, which is an agency company that engaged in recruiting foreign labour. Our 

company will hire workers from Nepal as the cost is cheaper compared to workers from other 

countries. The payment we need to pay for Jenni Sdn. Bhd. is RM3000 yearly which includes 

all the insurance, levy, government processing fees and Visa service fees. Besides, the salary 

for each foreign worker is RM900 per month according to the Malaysia Minimum Wages 

Policy. The number of foreign workers we hired is according to our production rate. The 

tables below calculate the yearly salary expenses of our company for foreign workers in the 

first three years. 
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Number of foreign workers needed and it cost for: 

1st year: 

Items  Jan Feb Mac Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total 

No. of workers needed 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 7 50 

Salary per month 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 10800 

Total workers cost 2700 2700 2700 2700 3600 3600 3600 3600 4500 4500 4500 6300 45000 

2
nd

 year: 

Items  Jan Feb Mac Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total 

No. of workers needed 7 7 8 9 9 11 11 12 13 15 16 17 135 

Salary per month 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 10800 

Total workers cost 6300 6300 7200 8100 8100 9900 9900 10800 11700 13500 14400 15300 121500 

3
rd

 year: 

Items  Jan Feb Mac Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total 

No. of workers needed 19 20 20 21 23 24 24 25 27 28 29 31 291 

Salary per month 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 900 10800 

Total workers cost 17100 18000 18000 18900 20700 21600 21600 22500 24300 25200 26100 27900 261900 
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Table 8.12: Salary Expenses for Foreign Workers 

No. Items 1
st
 year (RM) 2

nd
 year (RM) 3

rd
 year (RM) 

1.  Number of workers hired 50 135 291 

2.  Salary 45,000 121,500 261,900 

3.  Service charge 3,000 3,000 3,000 

 Total 48,000 124,500 264,900 

 

Table 8.13: Total Salary Expenses 

No. Position 1
st
 year (RM) 2

nd
 year (RM) 3

rd
 year (RM) 

1. Permanent workers 215,091.00 232,608.60 256,244.52 

2. Foreign workers 48,000 124,500 264,900 

 Total 263,091.00 357,108.60 521,144.52 

 

Assumptions and remarks: 

 The product cost for glove, plastic guard, and hook and loop is estimated at RM12.80, 

RM0.75, and RM0.20 each and total up RM13.75 for material cost. Assume that the 

material cost will increase according to inflation rate and suppliers did not register for 

GST. 

 Our rental on Sungai Petani is RM1, 500 and total up RM18, 000 annually. The rental 

contract will signed based on 3 years basis which it include the condition of any raise 

of rental fees within the contracted the 3 years period is prohibited. 

 For the delivery service, we will outsource to a company called Rani Transport which 

based in Klang, Selangor. The logistic expenses is estimated RM4, 800 per month. 

The quotation will be increased as the sales and production is increasing gradually 

year by year. Thus, we will increase the estimated logistic expenses to 21% for 2nd 

year and 30% for 3
rd

 year. 

 The toll and petrol fee is assumed to be RM200 per month in the 1
st
 year, RM300 per 

month in the 2
nd

 year, and RM400 per month in the 3
rd

 year due to inflation rate. 

 Utilities that included electricity, phone bill, water and Internet are estimated to be 

RM6854 per year. The utilities will be increased 6% in the second year and third year. 

(Please refer Appendix 10 for table of utilities fees) 
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 Company will purchase a basic insurance for permanent employee which estimated of 

RM 100 per person. 

 The marketing and advertising will give a budget of RM3, 000 per month and RM36, 

000 per year. For other miscellaneous, it is appropriate to given RM400 per month 

and total RM4, 800 per year. 

 Assume that the depreciation of fixed assets is calculated in straight-line method with 

10% each year. 

 The cost for our website domain name is RM45 per annum. 

 The audit consultation fees are assume to be RM5, 000 and will not fluctuate with 

inflation rate. According to the last update from government new budget issued, for 

small and medium enterprises, the tax rate for chargeable income of up to RM500, 

000 is proposed to be reduced to 19%. The remaining chargeable income is proposed 

to be subjected to tax at a rate of 24%. The proposals are effective from YA 2016.  

 Our research and development cost will estimated RM15, 000 for first year and 

incremented in 20% each year. 2nd year will be RM18, 000 and 3rd year will be 

RM21, 600. 

The value of lorry is RM69, 000, road tax for four-tons lorry is RM90, and insurance 

for lorry is RM2, 000. Assume the maintenance for lorry is RM1, 200. 

Table 8.14: Depreciation on Operation Cost (Straight line method) 10% 

 1
st
 Year 2

nd
 Year 3

rd
 Year 

 Acc. Depr Book Value Acc. Depr Book Value Acc. Depr Book Value 

Operation Cost 

(RM48,050) 

4,805 43,245 9,610 38,440 14,415 33,635 

Lorry 

(RM69,000) 

6,900 62,100 13,800 55,200 20,700 48,300 

Total 11,705 105,345 23,410 93,640 35,115 81,935 
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8.3. Pro Forma Income Statement (3 years) 

Financial Statement 1: Pro Forma Income Statement 
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8.4. Cash Flow Projection (3 years) 

Financial Statement 2: Cash Flow Projection 
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8.5 Pro Forma Balance Sheet (3 years) 

Financial Statement 3: Pro Forma Balance Sheet 
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8.6 Payback and Exit Strategy 

Payback 

Table 8.15: Net Present Value (NPV) and Payback Period 

Year Cash Flow (RM) Discount Rate (DR+1)t Net Present Value (RM) 

0 (400,000) 10%  (400,000) 

1
st
 91,188.71 10% 1.10 82,898.83 

2
nd

 144,283.94 10% 1.21 119,242.93 

3
rd

 272,822.78 10% 1.33 205,129.91 

    7,271.67 

 

Payback = RM 7,271.67– RM 205,129.91/ RM 205,129.91 

= 2.96 Years / 3 Years  

As our payback period is at the end of 3
rd

 year, we will only distribute the 

dividend to our investor starting on the 4
th

 year onwards. 

Return Of Investment: RM (191,128.16) / RM400, 000 = (47.78 %)  

RM 66,986.22 / RM400, 000 = 16.75 %  

RM 145,839.24 / RM400, 000 = 36.46% 

Exit Strategy 

Assuming when the Null Claws Sdn. Bhd. is eventually not running on a 

consistent phase, we had planned to sell off this business. In this strategic acquisition, the 

buyers or a potential competitor purchases our business. The idyllic purchaser is someone 

who has more expertise and concern on the operational side of the business, and can scale 

it in an effective. In order to have a smooth way in dealing with this strategy is to position 

our business to be a desirable procurement as in can be very profitable.  
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Companies buy other companies for all types of motives, from using a new 

procurement as a speedy route to growth over buying out the competition. Thus it is 

important to ensure our company is maintained in terms of value. 

The price of selling the ownership will be based on the market value of our 

company and the proceedings will be used to cover up our excess debts and the balance 

would be divided among investors. 
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9.0 CRITICAL RISK FACTORS 

 

9.1 Management Risks 

I. Arising of Disputes among the Management Personnel 

As we know, different people may have different points of view or opinions on 

the same issues. Therefore, disputes or conflicts can be arising between the 

management team when it comes to make decision for an issue. This situation 

could left us as well as company into a vulnerable position if we handle disputes 

or conflicts management inappropriately. This is because the negative disputes or 

conflicts remain unresolved for a long period of time, it could give a reason for 

the management personnel to leave their jobs or even the worst, dissolve the 

business partnership. Finally, it leads to a situation in which we will be facing 

difficulties in achieving the mission, vision, and goals that we set for the company.  

 

II. Lacking of Experience, Capabilities, Skills, and Personal Connections 

In the early stage of starting a business, we as a fresh management team may lack 

of some relevant experience, capabilities, business skills, and personal 

connections in that particular field of business. Those things that we lack of are 

essential and important for us to operate and grow our business in a competitive 

business environment. For instance, we may facing difficulties to obtain stable 

supply of the material from the supplier because we still haven‟t make ourselves 

acquainted with that particular supplier during the time when that supplier choose 

to supply to other competitors over us. Besides that, lacking of experience, 

capabilities, and business skills could put our business in a danger or vulnerable 

position because we do not know how to handle or predict those uncertainties that 

can turn into the threats for our business. Hence, these are the weakness or risks 

that we may need to confront at the early stage when we start our business. 
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9.2 Marketing Risks 

I. Low Brand Recognition 

Nowadays, there is highly competitive environment in the market for all the 

products either food or non-food products. Thus, the new formation of our 

company as well as the new development of our new product also could face a 

highly competitive market with other existing competitors that could be the leader 

in the entire field or industry. From the potential obstacles that might face by our 

company, one of the most significant problems that we might face is low brand 

recognition for our new innovative product. The customer might not familiar with 

our brand name as compared to other competitors‟ products and brands. Other 

potential competitors might also the leader in the entire product category, for 

example, when we think of coffee, then we will go for Nescafe, when we think of 

instant noodles then we will buy Maggie. This is the effect of strong brand 

recognition and also the threat to our new innovated product. Well reputation, 

larger capital, high market shares and superior customer‟s data, skilful and 

knowledgeable in retaining their customer loyalty are the advantages for the 

competitors to stay ahead of us since we are just a new company producing the 

new innovated product. Due to the new developed product, consumers may 

perceive risks and unfamiliar with our product. Product features, durability, 

reliability and quality also can be the doubts for customers before purchase our 

product. Hence, it is a challenging issue that our company needs to concern in 

choosing appropriate strategies to penetrate into the market and try to attract more 

customers to contribute to our sales. 

 

II. High Marketing Costs 

From the point above, it is stated about the low brand recognition. This issue will 

exist because our brand is new to the market as well as the industry. Thus, our 

company should put more effort on marketing and advertising to raise the 

awareness from marketers towards our brand. Advertisements should be posted in 

newspapers or magazines, broadcasting on radio and television, making an 
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advertisement on a billboard or having road show and a setup booth in each 

shopping centre. These are the strategies for our company to introduce our new 

brand and new products to the consumers with the fastest and most direct way. In 

fact, these options will also cost our company a huge amount of money in 

advertising costs. Throughout the advertisement in newspapers, media and road 

show, customers can be more familiar with our products and brands. Furthermore, 

they can also have a better understanding with our products the features, 

speciality, durability or other benefits. Promotion strategies can be implemented 

as the penetration strategies because it is the most direct way to raise customers‟ 

awareness as well as to attract customers to purchase the product. Demonstration 

of the usage of the product can be shown during the road show in the supermarket, 

free gifts or special discount can be entitled to those who purchase during the road 

show. These are the effective strategies for our company to overcome the low 

brand recognition issues, but these could probably increase our marketing costs. 

Since our company is just new developed, it is a problem for us to afford such a 

high cost in marketing and advertising. So, the marketing manager has to analyse 

all the aspects and find out the most appropriate solutions to overcome the 

problems as well as bringing the greatest benefits to the company. 

 

III. Inappropriate Marketing Entry Strategy 

Our products are considered as brand new product in Malaysia. Failure in the 

selection of an appropriate pricing, marketing, or distribution strategy can be a 

potential risk for our company. Whenever failure of choosing appropriate 

strategies is suffering, this could cause a high cost for our company in running the 

entire programs or any other activities that are designed for the entire strategy. 

Thus, it is important in choosing the suitable marketing strategies to build 

customer awareness as well as persuading the customer to purchase the products. 

Other than that, inappropriate choosing of marketing and distribution strategy will 

also cause an ineffective in the quality of our products and service which might 

affect the confidence from our customers. The poor distribution strategy may 

cause the misunderstanding between our company with other retailers or 
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marketing partners. They might get the wrong information regarding the products 

or they might probably face problems during the ordering made. Various 

problems might occur if we did not choose the strategies well and monitor the 

performance and progress from time to time. In a nutshell, when a new developed 

product is introduced to the market, marketing and distribution strategies must be 

chosen very well in order to ensure that the new product is well introduced to the 

market and can attract the customers‟ attention as well as contribute a sale to our 

company. Marketing manager should put an eye on selecting the strategies to 

ensure that there are no costs adding to our company. 

 

9.3 Operating Risk 

I. Lack of Training and Development 

Every employee is compulsory to undergo training and development activities to 

ensure that they are well-known of the product that we are producing. So each of 

them must pass through our training program and sit for a test provided by our 

Human Resource Manager before starting to work under our company. That is the 

basic requirements that are set by our company to make sure our employees will 

not make any mistakes and face any accident during the working hours. Once they 

start to work, we will start to count down to six months to provide a second test. 

 

II. Poor Supervisor Performance 

The position of a supervisor is not easy in our company. He or she has to be 

responsible to build a good relationship with all the employees. Any feedbacks or 

complaints from the employee will first be handling by the supervisor before it 

will be summit to the top management. Top management will then discuss it 

during the monthly meeting and make decision on how to solve the problem. A 

poor performance from the supervisor not only will affect the sales of the 

company, it will also bring down the morale of the whole assembly line in the 

company. 
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III. Foreign Workers Loyalty 

Foreign workers are not easy to handle and in some cases, there are even workers 

that run away from the company without any prior notice. This could cause us a 

huge loss because the foreign worker might uses our service to pay for bringing 

them to Malaysia and then they could run away and find their own job. We will 

be suffering for the agency fees and we will not have the services that we paid for. 

Moreover, there will be a communication barrier between the management and 

the employees where misunderstanding can occur which will lead to conflict to 

happen within the company which will be bad if it affect all of the employees to 

strike. 

 

9.4 Financial Risk  

I. Poor Planning 

As we launch our product, we need a large amount of capital to fit in all the 

aspects we need to survive the business. The sufficient capital is needed to have 

enough cash flows to pay our creditors to all the other financial accountabilities. 

The level of financial risk, not only have the considerations in how less the 

business's day to day operations themselves and more to the amount of debt a 

corporate incurs to funding those operations. As the business owes more debt, the 

most it will affect the default financial obligations. It is impossible to not take 

excessive money needs from other sources therefore as the level of debt increases, 

the financial risk increases. One of the strange reason rises due to unpredictability 

and damages in the financial market caused by access activities in stock prices, 

currencies, interest rates and more. In many other occasions we may face financial 

risk. For instance during inflation period, where in this economic downturn we 

may face a low profit down turn as customer purchasing power may reduce. In 

this period we may face difficulties to pay out our fixed external cash flow as 

regardless our company going on profit we have to pay out our financers. 
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9.5 Intellectual Property Infringement 

I. Arising Of Counterfeit Products 

As we launch our product in the market, there may be some competitors tends to 

imitate or copy our product design and features exactly the same. Thus, they may 

manufacture, distribute or sell without our permission or consent which could 

costs us a lot, for example, a decrease in our product sales. Those competitors will 

try to produce the similar product with lower quality and sell it with cheaper price 

to grab the customer attention. If there is something bad happened about the 

counterfeit product, it can be bring a negative brand image for our company 

although we are not the one who selling the counterfeit product because the 

customers will think that our products are same with those counterfeit products. 

As a result, the customers will lose confidence to purchase our product and, even 

worse, our company reputation may get damages which can costs us a lot of 

efforts, time and money to build it again because of the counterfeit products. 

 

9.6 Contingency Plans 

Management Risks 

In order to reduce the happenings of disputes or conflicts to the minimum within 

office, we need to draft and establish company policy, rules, and standard operating 

procedures for all the employees as well as the management team. All of us have to 

follow the policies, rules, and standard operating procedures which stated in black-and-

white, so that we can always refer them as guidance and work in a fair and square 

environment since all the things are clearly defined. 

While for the issues of lacking of experience, capabilities, skills, and personal 

connections, we need to consider comprehensive methods to overcome those issues. First, 

we are planning to let our management team to attend some talks, seminars, and business-

skill-related courses, for example, negotiating skills courses, leadership development 

programs, and management skills courses in order to learn and enhance those essential 
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skills that are required for our business. Those essential skills that can be learn and 

enhance from these courses including problem solving skills, communication and 

negotiation skills, project management skills, conflict management skills and so forth. 

We will be able to adapt more easily to this dynamic business environment, deals with 

those shortcomings and uncertainties, only if we possess with these robust skills. 

Marketing Risks 

We can increase our brand recognition by conducting marketing analysis. 

Questions will be distributed to our potential customers. This is the fastest and direct way 

for us to understand the customers about their preferences, preferred advertising 

strategies, purchasing attitude as well as their premier consideration when purchasing a 

product. These are the information that we can get by distributing the questions to the 

customers. Free gift could be given after the customer to fill up the form and that could 

be an appreciation for the cooperation from the customers and also the way for the 

customer to have a better figure with our new brand and new product. 

Throughout the information that we get, analysis should be done and the 

marketing manager should choose the most effective and most appropriate strategies for 

our new product to penetrate into the existing market. Thus, our product can remain 

competitive with other competitors‟ products in the existing market by choosing the 

appropriate marketing strategies and advertising channel.  

Other than that, we will also try to make an analysis and narrow down our target 

market into a manageable size. The market testing strategy will be implemented before 

we launch our product officially. We are trying to target specific people by providing 

them certain advertisement and promotion to test their response and brand awareness 

towards our product. For example, there are many new social websites and they will offer 

a free service, and online advertising available. In this way, we can directly reach our 

potential customer by advertising, giving discount, voucher and coupon. They can print 

out the voucher or redeem the voucher during a time limit to get our product with a 

special price. When our product appears more and more times to the potential customer, 

it will increase our product brand recognition and profits. 
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Moreover, we also can try to have collaboration strategies with other potential 

partners such as certain well-known restaurants or dining place. We can offer our product 

to them with the special price; their chef can use and test it. If the product is really useful, 

they could help us to promote it to their friends from other restaurants or other place. 

Thus, higher market shares can be gained throughout the collaborative strategies with the 

business partners to gain more sales for our company.  

Operating risk 

In order to run the test that is given by our Human Resource Manager, the 

employee will attend an hour test which consists of both practically and theoretically test. 

Practical test is consisting of how they assemble the products measured by how long it 

takes for them to complete the task given. Basically, we need to hit our daily amount of 

product produced in one day to complete all the orders taken. Theoretical test is mainly 

testing the employees on the quality checking of the raw materials and semi-finished 

goods. In this part, it is needed to properly check for any defect items before it will be 

assemble or to pack it before send it to the particular retailers where employee must know 

how to fill in the checklist that we provided for quality control purposes. 

In order to have a proper and experience supervisor in our company to supervise 

the daily routine taken by our employees, it is compulsory to test the supervisor on his or 

her capabilities. So, the interview and hiring session of our company supervisor will be a 

tough one compares to the other company because we hope for the best and that the 

supervisor will be able to perform at his or her best for our company. Training courses 

and seminars will be provided to the supervisor to improve on the capabilities and the 

knowledge on maintaining a good relationship with the employees under him or her. 

Rewards will be granted based on the performance of the supervisor. 

In order to capture the heart and loyalty of the employees, we have decided to 

provide them with extra health care service if needed such as dental and vision plan. In 

addition, we will provide employees with an extra plan which is the savings plan for them. 

This plan is similar to SOCSO plan provided by the government but only things different 

is that, we can help the foreign workers to save a percentage of their salary and post them 
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back to their home country if their families need the money. This could prevent the 

employee to spend more than they can save and have a secure plan to assist their families 

back at their home country. 

Financial risk  

In reducing the financial risk, it is important to make sure to have a systematic 

system in ensuring the cash flow goes and comes out in a strategic way. It is the 

responsibility of the financial and accounting department to plan and execute the 

monetary flow in transactions. A proper financial planning will eventually lead a 

company from deficit. It is also important for financial department not to load debts 

unnecessarily unless it‟s really needed. 

In accordance to cope with inflation, it is important to have few savings to be 

stored for emergency purpose. In this context we would reserve 3 to 4 months operating 

cost in reserve to cope the loss. Another plan that could be done is acquiring hard assets 

that will preserve the worth as the purchasing power declines. Besides that we would try 

to increase the prices little by little, even one or two percentage. This is because when 

there is inflation, it would not hit the consumers with a big increase all at once. 

Intellectual Property Infringement 

We are planning to get registration of our trademark as well as patent in order to 

prevent this arising of infringement from competitors. Trademark is a property that able 

us to differentiate ourselves from other competitors at the marketplace as well as give us 

protection on our company name and logo. Besides that, we can protect our product 

designs from being copy or imitate by other competitors through patent registration. If we 

are successfully register trademark and patent for our company and product designs, we 

can take legal actions and claims for damages from those infringements of competitors if 

detected any counterfeit products available in the market. They are the exclusive rights 

for us to protect ourselves among many competitors in order to survive and sustain in this 

industry. 
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Appendix 1: Business Location 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire 
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Appendix 3: Response of Survey for Null Claws 

Please select the following statement for research purpose. 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Please specific which category you belong: 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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Gender 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Age 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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Ethic Group 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

How often do you cook? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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Is there any reasons lead you do not often cook? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Do you encounter any incidents in kitchen such as burns, cuts, break stuff and etc.? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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If yes, how recently do you encounter these incidents? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Prevent accidents happen at surrounding at the kitchen area is important. [Please rate how 

much you agree or disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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Would you feel ticklish or have phobia of touching raw material such as raw meat or 

uncooked fish? [Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Would you fear of holding and handling hot substance by bare hands? [Please rate how 

much you agree or disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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When wearing gloves, your palms will sweat rapidly? [Please rate how much you agree 

or disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

It would be great to have a protective glove, which helps prevent from getting cut or burn 

during cooking that it could ensure the safety. [Please rate how much you agree or 

disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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It would be helpful if there is a protective glove when preparing the meal or during 

cooking. [Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Are you willing to spend on a protective glove, which helps prevent from getting cut or 

burn during cooking? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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How much would you willing to spend on a protective glove? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Would you recommend this protective glove to a friend or associate? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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What is your priority consideration on buying a protective glove? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Which of the following sales promotions is (are) appealing to you? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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Through which of the following channels would you like to get our product from? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Which of the following advertising media(s) would you favour the most? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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Did students have any complain about the safety problem? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

During cooking class, did students encounter any incidents such as burns, cuts, break 

stuff and etc.? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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If Yes, how recently do students encounter these incidents? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

It would be convenience if there is a protective glove, which helps students prevent from 

getting cut or burn during cooking. [Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the 

statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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Concern about the safety surrounding at the kitchen area is important. [Please rate how 

much you agree or disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

As a culinary school, do you think it is necessary to provide/purchase a safety product to 

protect students‟ safety? [Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the 

statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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It is important that the protective gloves we provide are capable of solving students‟ 

problems or at least meet their needs. [Please rate how much you agree or disagree with 

the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

As a culinary school, we would likely to increase our purchase if discounts and 

allowances are given. [Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the statements.] 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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As a culinary school, are you willing to spend on a protective glove, which helps students 

prevent from getting cut or burn during cooking? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

Would you recommend this protective glove to industry partners? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 
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What is your expectation of a protective glove which use in the kitchen area? 

 

Source: Developed For Research 

 

As a culinary school, which of the following trade promotion is/are appealing to you? 

 

Source: Developed For Research
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Appendix 4: Code of Federal Regulations Title 21 
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Appendix 5: Test Report of Protective Gloves 
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Appendix 6: Defect Report 

DEFECT REPORT 

ORDER NO: DATE: VEHICLE NO: 

 

DAILY CHECK   √ BOX IF APPLICABLE 

 

BOXES 

 

1. ANY DAMAGE TO THE BOX    [ ] 

2. CORRECT AMOUNT OF BOXES DELIVERED  [ ] 

3. MISSING OF ITEMS IN THE BOXES   [ ] 

 

GLOVES 

 

1. ANY TORNAGE ON THE GLOVES    [ ] 

2. IRREGULAR SIZES OF THE GLOVES    [ ] 

3. FADING COLOR OF THE GLOVES    [ ] 

4. BROKEN PART OF BUTTON ON THE GLOVES   [ ] 

5. MISSING OF GLOVES IN THE PACKAGING   [ ] 

 

PROTECTIVE GUARD 

 

1. SCRATCHES ON THE PROTECTIVE GUARD   [ ] 

2. BROKEN PART OF BUTTON ON THE GUARD   [ ] 
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3. IRREGULAR SIZES OF GUARD    [ ] 

4. MISSING OF A PART ON THE GUARD    [ ] 

 

REMARKS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUANTITY OF DEFECT ITEMS: 

 

QUANTITY OF DELIVERED ITEMS: 

 

PERSON IN CHARGE OF THE DELIVERY:    SIGNATURE: 
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Appendix 7: Company Website, YouTube Channel, and Facebook Page 

Company Website 
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YouTube Channel 

 

 

Facebook Page 
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Appendix 8: Business Registration Form 
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Appendix 9: Form 13A, Form 48A, Form 6, Form 9, Form 49 Form 8A, Form TM 5 

Form 13A 
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Form 48A 
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Form 6 
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Form 9 
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Form 49 
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Form 8A 
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Form TM 5 
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Appendix 10: Total Utilities Fees 

1
st
 Year 

 

Jan Feb Mac Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total 

Electricity  300 300 300 300 300 315 315 315 315 320 320 320 3720 

Water Bill 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 14 14 14 14 14 154 

Phone Bill 90 90 90 90 90 100 100 100 100 110 110 110 1180 

Internet Bill 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 1800 

Total 580 597 571 552 552 577 577 579 579 594 594 594 6854 

2
nd

 Year 

 

Jan Feb  Mac Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total 

Electricity  325 325 325 325 325 330 330 330 330 335 335 335 3950 

Water Bill 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 15 15 15 16.12 16.12 175.24 

Phone Bill 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 110 120 120 1340 

Internet Bill 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 1800 

Total 599 599 599 599 599 604 604 605 605 610 621.12 621.12 7265.24 

3
rd

 Year 

 

Jan Feb  Mac Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total 

Electricity  340 340 340 340 350 350 350 350 360 360 360 360 4200 

Water Bill 16 16 16 16 16 16 17 17 17 18 18.05 18.1 201.15 

Phone Bill 120 120 120 120 120 120 130 130 130 130 130 130 1500 

Internet Bill 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 1800 
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Appendix 11: Proof of Finding Supplier 

Supplier Company Stamp and Signature 
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Pictures of Us with Protective Glove Supplier 

 

 


